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Eddie and Magenta retired to the garden cart! � eir � rst tail trims, 
and a nice walk around the neighborhood, took a lot out of these 5 
month old cuties!
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Held between July 1 and November 30 each year, the National 
off ers competitive events—Agility, AKC and/or ASFA Lure 
Coursing, Obedience, Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes, African 
Stock Exhibition, Junior Showmanship, regular and non-regular 
conformation classes, and the all important Best of Breed. 

In addition, the annual club meeting, an auction, banquet, and 
educational seminars are held. 

Other activities included have been rally, straight-line racing, oval 
track racing, Canine Good Citizenship, eye clinics, and fun classes. 

It’s a full week that gathers hundreds of Basenjis and their owners 
together in one sett ing. 

S P E C I A LT Y  DAT E S  :  CO R R E S P O N D I N G  B I D  Y E A R 
West
2016 : 2013
2019 : 2016
2022 : 2019
2025 : 2022

Central
2017 : 2014
2020 : 2017
2023 : 2020
2026 : 2023

East
2015 : 2012
2018 : 2015
2021 : 2018
2024 : 2021

PERPE TUAL NATIONAL SPECIALT Y C ALENDAR

2016 
Aug 10–14, Longview, WA
Event Coordinator: Jackie Jones
Specialty Chair: Donna Lubbe

JUDGES
Regular Classes: William Shelton
Sweepstakes: Pat Marshall

HOST HOTEL AND SHOW SITE
Kelso Red Lion Inn (I-5, Exit 39)
Contact number for reservations: 1-360-578-4017
Basenji2016 is the code. Double queen rooms allowing 4 
adults and 6 dogs $89.00 per night.  There will be a $50.00 
non-refundable pet fee.

ONE TRIP TO WASHINGTON: MORE SPECIALTIES!
Evergreen Basenji Club Specialties
Aug 5 & 6, Auburn, WA at the same site as BCOA2013
Specialty Chair: Jeff  Falkner
Plus, 2 Hound shows Aug 6 & 7 at the same site.

Aug 9, Ethel, WA: ASFA Lure Trial & AKC JC/QC

2017 
Date/Location: Sept 9-16, Gray Summit, MO
Show Chair: Lisa Marshall
Anyone interested in volunteering for any positions please 
contact any offi  cer, board member or National Specialty 
Oversight Committee.

JUDGES
Regular Classes: Laura Pond
Sweepstakes: Cecily Rappe

2018 
Date/Location: Oct 15-21, Frankenmuth, MI
Show Chair: Suzanne LaCroix

JUDGES
Regular Classes: Lisa Warren
Sweepstakes: TBD

All dates & judges pending AKC approval

NATIONAL SPECIALTY
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BCOA AFFILIATE CLUBS

AUSTIN BASENJI CLUB (A), TEXAS
Diane Laue
512-288-3513
Mike Graves
mlgraves2@gmail.com

BASENJI CLUB OF 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (NC)
Eunice Ockerman
408-368-8040
euniceockerman@gmail.com

BASENJI CLUB OF 
SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN (SW)
Karla Schreiber 
newworldbasenjis@sbcglobal.net

BASENJI FANCIERS OF 
GREATER PHOENIX (GP), ARIZONA
Michelle Voyek
623-444-2760
evoyek@aol.com

DALLAS/FORT WORTH 
BASENJI CLUB (DF), TEXAS
Fran Medley
972-495-5457
k9medley@verizon.net

EVERGREEN BASENJI CLUB (E), WASHINGTON
Katie Campbell
206-914-5798
taji@ktcampbell.com

GREATER CHICAGOLAND BASENJI CLUB (GC), 
ILLINIOS
Sue Joyner
815-485-8592
ms_joyner@comcast.net

BULLETIN ARCHIVE

DONNA DEFLORIO

Are you willing to donate past issues of 
the Bulletin to the club? We’re looking 
to complete the BCOA archives. 

Each issue is a snapshot in the timeline 
of the club and the breed. We’d 
appreciate it if you are willing to 
donate them as a permanent record in 
the Club’s archive. 

Please help us fi ll the gaps in the 
timeline!

MISSING ISSUES

1950 through 1964—all issues

1965 Jan-Feb, Mar-Apr, May-Jun

1966 Jan-Feb, Sept-Oct

1967 May-Jun

Want to keep your originals? 
Mail us your Bulletin and we will scan 
it and return it to you in good order.

Or, contact us for scanning 
requirements 
and send the electronic copies to us.

CAN YOU HELP?

Please contact 

Donna DeFlorio, sarabi96@aol.com

Janet Ketz, jlketz@aol.com

HIGH COUNTRY BASENJI CLUB (HC), 
COLORADO
Pat Bird
303-981-2891
patbird27@gmail.com

MID-ATLANTIC BASENJI CLUB (MA), 
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WASHINGTON D.C.
Karen Hutchinson
717-468-6194
karenskarnak@aol.com

RIP VAN WRINKLE BASENJI CLUB (RVW), NEW 
YORK
Susan Marsicano
845-679-8893
sueapu@apuBasenjis.com

ROUTE  BASENJI CLUB (RTE), MISSOURI
Jessica Ryno
314-606-0205
batcaveBasenjis@yahoo.com

SHOW ME BASENJI CLUB (SM), MISSOURI
Janice Kahl
314-713-5884
jkahl@sbpis.com

SOUTH COAST BASENJI FANICERS (SC), 
CALIFORNIA
Holly Benton-Lumanauw
909-437-4720
soleilBasenjis@msn.com

WILLAMETTE VALLEY BASENJI CLUB (WV), 
OREGON
Kathy Britton
503-839-0208
bennyburnerbono@aol.com

January

22 WVBC Concurrent Specialty, Portland, OR

February

27 EBC Lure Coursing (ASFA all-breed), Auburn, WA

March

7-8 EBC Booth @ Seattle KC, Seattle, WA

19 EBC Lure Coursing (AKC all-breed), Roy, WA

20 EBC Lure Coursing (AKC all-breed), Roy, WA

April

2 BCOSW B Match/Hound Fun Match, Caledonia, WI

May

14 EBC Lure Coursing (ASFA Specialty & Fun Day!)

15 EBC Lure Coursing (ASFA AB & AKC CAT), Roy, WA

14-15 SCBF Lure Coursing (AKC AB), Chino Hills, CA

14-15 WVBC Lure Coursing (AKC AB), Cathlamet, WA

21-22 BCOSW Race Meet (LGRA), Caledonia, WI

28-29 WVBC CAT Tests, Cathlamet, WA

June

11 EBC Obedience & Rally Specialty, Puyallup, WA

11 EBC Supported Entry, Puyallup, WA

12 BCOA Supported Entry, Puyallup, WA

18 GCBC Designated Specialty, Grayslake, IL

26 BCOA Supported Entry, Dayton, OH

July

16 SCBF Concurrent Specialty, Valley Center, CA 

22 WVBC Independent Specialty, Gresham, OR

29 BCOSW Independent Specialty, Ixonia, WI

30 BCOSW Supported Entry, Waukesha, WI

August

5 EBC Futurity/Maturity, Auburn, WA 

5 EBC Independent Specialty, Auburn, WA 

6 EBC Concurrent Specialty, Auburn, WA

6 EBC Supported Entry @ WWHA, Auburn, WA

7 BCOA Supported Entry @ WWHA, Auburn, WA

9 EBC Lure (ASFA Specialty & AKC JC/QC), Ethel, WA

10-14 BCOA National Specialty, Longview, WA
Lure Coursing: Happy Trails, Ethel, WA
Obedience/Rally/Agility:  Kelso Equestrian Arena
Conformation: Cowlitz Cnty Conf Center, Mt St Helens Rm

September

8 BCOA Supported Entry, Bridgewater, NJ

10 BCOA North East Regional,  Bridgewater, NJ

24 BCGP Concurrent Specialty, Prescott, AZ

25 BCGP Concurrent Specialty, Prescott, AZ

26-27 WVBC CAT Tests, Cathlamet, WA

October

8-9 WVBC Lure Coursing (AKC AB), Cathlamet, WA

15 BCOA Supported Entry, Truth or Consequence, NM

22-23 BCOSW CAT Tests, Caledonia, WI

30 BCOA Supported Entry, Ridgefi eld, WA

November

5-6 BCOSW Race Meet (NOTRA), Caledonia, WI 

6 BCOSW Booth @ Badger KC Dog Fair, Madison, WI

19 BCOA North Central Regional, Columbus, OH

20  BCOA Supported Entry, Columbus, OH

27 EBC Lure Coursing (AKC all-breed), Auburn, WA

December

 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
BCOA and Affi  liate Club Events for 2016 
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The theme of this issue is “Sportsmanship.” I’ve noted many people talking about 
this subject lately including its impact on bringing new people into the sport and on 
keeping established exhibitors. I’ve seen posts and re-posts on social media and I’ve seen 
discussions in which people detail what we should be doing.  However, a meme I saw 
recently is perhaps the most applicable. Basically, it’s a cartoon of some sort of rally where 
the speaker asks “Who wants change?” Of course, the crowd enthusiastically agrees and 
raises their hands. Next, the speaker asks “Who wants to change?” As you might expect 
(but may not want to admit to yourself), no one in the crowd agrees with this latter 
sentiment. We are so eager to point out what other people need to change that we might be 
loathe to change ourselves.

We have some great content on sportsmanship from a couple of our juniors, a retired AKC 
judge, and a few choice “sidebars” from members. Take these to heart. How can you make a 
positive change in our sport? How can we all?

This issue also features:

• An article by Ethel Blair on Crufts. She includes a bit of history of the event as well as an 
inside look at this year’s winners.

• A perspective piece by Holly Hamilton in which she gives us her take on judging lure 
coursing.

• A heartfelt tribute to John Valk, at his sudden passing earlier this year.  John has had a 
profound effect on the people that met him and were privileged to know him – both in 
Africa and out.

• The Native Stock Committee presents this year’s applicants to the stud book. (Voting 
will take place later this summer.)

 
Of course, don’t miss our regular columns and features:

• Training Tips: Katy Scott gives us helpful tips on the relationships we have with our 
dogs and reflects on how that can impact training methods.

• Juniors: Brooke Barker and Gabby Quinnett give us their thoughts on Sportsmanship.
• Lifetime Member Profile: This time we feature Dr. Steve Gonto. You probably know 

about his impact on basenjis through his Fanconi protocol, but do you know his story?
 
Please note a change in content regarding our club’s financial reports.  Those will now be 
published in the club’s Bulletin Board newsletter.

I hope you enjoy this issue of the Bulletin.  If you have feedback on this issue or feature ideas, 
or want to contribute to the Bulletin as an author, interviewer, copy editor, or in any other 
role, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Mary Ellen Chaffin   
Editor-In-Chief  
bcoabulletin@gmail.com 

ABOUT THIS ISSUE
 

GREGORY ALDEN BETOR (page 32), AKC Emeritus Judge, first 
became interested in pure bred dogs in 1944 when his mother was 
presented a pair of Chow Chows by Madame Chiang Kai-shek.  In 
1948, the Betor family moved from Washington, DC to their farm 
in rural Virginia and Mr. Betor acquired his first Collie, a blue 
headed white, The Duchess of Greg-Roy.  The kennel prefix, Greg-
Roy, was taken from the name of the farm, The Greg-Roy Farm, 
named for his brother and himself.  After attending the University 
of Virginia, Mr. Betor married and eventually settled on the farm 
and began seriously breeding Collies, both rough and smooth.  
That passion continued until 1996 when he retired and settled in an 
apartment in Washington, DC. Mr. Betor was approved to judge 
Collies and Junior Showmanship (all breeds) in 1984 and added 
Chinese Shar-Pei a few years later.  He has judged from the East 
Coast to the West Coast, at specialty shows and all breed shows in 
both breeds.

ETHEL BLAIR (page 26) resides in Brisbane, Australia and owns 
the prefix Wuliango Basenjis, which specializes in breeding and 
exhibiting full, quarter and half generation Basenjis from DR 
Congo. Ethel is the General Secretary for Basenji Breed Network 
Australia and Queensland - https://www.basenjibreednetwork.org.au/.  
She has been fortunate to have shared her life with many Basenjis 
over the years and, still finds that there are always new things to 
learn about this amazing breed, the Basenji.

STEVE GONTO M.M.Sc., Ph.D. (page 20) holds multiple degrees 
in medicine and is an icon in the Basenji community.  He is married 
to Elsie (Lewis) Gonto, and has a beautiful daughter, Kelsey.  In 
1981, Steve and Elsie became fur parents to their first Basenji, Cenji, 
who holds the honor of being responsible for the creation of the 
first “Fanconi Treatment Protocol for Veterinarians” when it was 
discovered that she was afflicted with Fanconi in 1984.  Dr. Gonto 
shared the first formal “treatment protocol” for Fanconi in 1988.  
In 2003, their family adopted their second Basenji with Fanconi, 
Kiya, who had been a “false negative” on the early Fanconi genetic 
marker test, and whose blood helped develop the current, and 
more accurate, Fanconi gene test.  Dr. Gonto presented the latest 
Fanconi Treatment Protocol update in 2015, and continues to 
assist with Fanconi cases worldwide 2016.

CONTRIBUTORS
 

HOLLY HAMILTON (page 20, 30) of Blue Note basenjis has had 
basenjis since 1996.  Her first basenji was BIF FC Chujo’s Aramis 
Nick, MC, FCH, VFCH, CGC, RN who introduced her to the 
sport of lure coursing.  Since then, she’s owned or co-owned 
multiple Best in Field basenjis and specialty winners and has 
become both an AKC and ASFA lure coursing judge.  She spent 
part of her life in the lovely Pacific Northwest and has been a 
member of the Evergreen Basenji Club for many years.  She 
considers both Katie Campbell of Taji basenjis and Judy Lange of 
Amun basenjis as her mentors along with countless other hound 
fanciers and breeders.  Currently she lives in her hometown of 
Cincinnati, Ohio with her basenjis and Ibizan hounds (which are 
her other breed).

KATY SCOTT MD (page 12) has owned and loved basenjis since 
1992; she currently lives in Tucson, AZ with her three basenjis, 
Khonsu, Jane and Ra, her ILP Canaan Dog Nut, and two miniature 
poodle adolescent boys, Zen and Garner. Khonsu and Janie are 
Field Champions, and Janie went BOB in lure coursing at the 2008 
Nationals. Katy, Nutty, Khonsu and Janie have successfully and 
colorfully competed in agility, obedience and rally obedience. Ra, 
Zen and Garner are in training.

THANK YOU also to those that helped pull all the little things 
together: Ethel Blair, Susan Chuvala, Pam Geoffroy, Laura 
Gilchrist, Byran Gregory, Holly Hamilton, Julie Jones, Janet Ketz, 
Laurie LaRock, Bill McCann, Veronica Predale, Jared Reisinger, 
Joe Stewart, Andrea Stone, and George Woodard.  

As always, thank you to Suzanne La Croix and Barbara Reisinger, 
our advertizing and content editors, respectively.
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A Decreasing Population

Many members are aware that AKC publishes breed registration statistics, including breed 
rankings.  What is more revealing are the actual numbers of litters and individual dogs 
registered.  These statistics provide a gauge that the Basenji Club of America can use to 
predict ownership populations and potential membership.

Does a decreasing population imply concern, doom, and gloom for the Basenji?  Not at this 
time.  The breed, as a whole, has more viable options than ever.  The tools for maintaining 
breed diversity are extensive, including DNA testing for health issues, the prospect of 
mapping the Basenji genome for future health management, use of frozen semen, and 
introduction of Native Stock.   However, management of these resources will need to 
be practiced, especially in preservation of unique lineages that exemplify the breed.  
Some elements of the breed cannot be recovered once lost, such as historical accounts.  
Protection of our resources should be a priority for the club and individual breeders.

Importantly, during a decreasing population, the club must also plan for the impact in 
membership, the reduction of active breeders and those involved in conformation showing 
and performance events. 

A true population analysis of the breed involves a much greater, in-depth study such as 
that performed by The Kennel Club in September of 2015, https://www.thekennelclub.org.uk/

media/685399/Basenji.pdf. This study also reflects a decreasing population.  Registrations of 
individual Basenjis in the UK have fallen from an average of 85 per year in the 1980’s to less 
than 50 per year in the last decade, with significant alternating year swings.

AKC Registration statistics for Basenjis provide some insight. The decline in AKC 
registered Basenji litters is significant, from a five-year average (2001-2005) of 450 litters 
per year, to 174 litters per year (2011-2015).  This represents a reduction of 250%.

Should the registered litter numbers continue to decline, so will ownership.  Ownership 
is a key element to BCOA membership.  There  are many factors that can contribute to the 
decline in registered litters:  

• Puppy mills no longer focus on the AKC registered label, opting for more affordable 
registers with liberal practices, such as the Continental Kennel Club.  However, the 

FROM THE PRESIDENT
 

Basenji has never been a significant breed of profit for the 
puppy mills, with mills often auctioning off their breeding 
stock.  The vast majority of pet shop industry that sells 
purebred dogs supplied by the puppy mill industry has 
moved to the internet market place or has been undercut 
by the puppy mills who sell directly to the internet market 
place, purporting to be responsible hobby breeders.  One of 
the advantages of the internet market place is that anyone 
can search the market.  The breed still has a puppy mill/
indiscriminate breeder issue. The decline of puppy-mill bred 
Basenjis and the move away from AKC registrations is not a 
significant factor in the 250% drop in AKC register Basenji 
litters. 

• Economics can also be a cause.  The affordability and cost 
of ownership does influence today’s buyers.  

• The perception of a prevalence of inherited disorders among 
purebred dogs is another reason, even though there have 
been several studies to dismiss this myth, including a very 
thorough study by UC Davis, published in the American 
Veterinary Medical Association, http://avmajournals.avma.org/

doi/abs/10.2460/javma.242.11.1549.
• Finally, a significant influence to the decline in AKC 

registered litters can simply be attributed to the growing 
choices which owners have in selecting a dog, such as 
the popularity of designer dogs, the social promotion of 
adopting a shelter dog, and the growing selection of breeds 
in purebred dogs.

It is possible that the litter averages bred 10-20 years ago may 
never be achieved again.  They may remain as it has been over 
the past five years, or the future may bring further reduction or 
maybe an increase in the number of litters bred.

Popularity of the breed is an interest to BCOA.  The Basenji, 
even with our reduced number of litters, has held roughly 
the same level of popularity among the total AKC breeds.  
However, increasing popularity has its drawbacks, such as a 
rise in a puppy mill interest and indiscriminate breeders.  If the 
market supports an increase in litters, it is very important that 
the increase is produced by responsible breeders.

The past decade has been challenging for BCOA.  The 
decreasing population embodies many issues which will 
continue to present challenges that the club will need to 
address for many years to come.

Bryan Gregory 
President, BCOA

L .  G R E G O R Y
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TRAINING TIPS FOR SUMMER
Katherine M. Scott MD

Summer time, and the livin’ is easy.* It is time to take note of where 
we are and what in our training is and isn’t working for us and 
our dogs, just as we should do in all aspects of our daily lives. It is 
time to stop, relax a bit, and put some thought into what we are 
doing, why we are doing it, and if what we are doing improves our 
relationship with our dogs and our training.

Last weekend, a friend at our weekly Rally class asked why my 
two miniature black poodles (honorary basenjis) sport two very 
different trims. They are two totally different personalities, and 
the trim for each complements their personas. My happy, outgoing, 
easily distractible poodle, Zen, focuses on anything BUT me, and 
is ball crazy. My very serious, totally focused on me poodle, Garner, 
loves his training treats, praise, and tug toys, in that order.  I see the 
same personality spectrum in my basenjis Khonsu, Jane, and Ra, 
and my oldest dog, Nut, as well, although they all work for praise 
and food, not balls or toys.  All of my dogs spend a great deal of 
time when we are in the house or the backyard watching me and 
listening to the sound of my voice. 

Slow down, and glance at your dog as you go about your daily 
tasks, noting how they react to your body movements and voice. 
Experiment; move more quickly, slow way down, return to normal 
movements.  How did your dog behave? There will be tempos that 
will make your dog want to engage with you; those are what you 
need when training. Experiment with your voice– high pitch, low 
pitch, loud, soft. Which brings your dog to you, and which do they 
avoid? These are elements of training you can work on to keep your 
dog engaged with you. 

A slightly harder concept is the necessity of pauses, and lack of 
motion on the handler’s part. When you are teaching a new word 
or physical cue for a behavior, give the new cue, PAUSE, and then 
give the old cue. Don’t give them simultaneously when training, 
although there are times when you naturally give a verbal and 
physical cue together.  You want to move fluidly when training, and 

a stop, or absence of motion, can be a very effective signal to your 
dog that something has changed and they need to focus on you. 

Zen could work in the house, a low stimulus environment, for treats 
and praise. Not in the yard, his ball paradise; he couldn’t focus on 
anything but finding a ball for me to throw. I put all the balls away 
and let him see me tuck one into my pocket. I asked for a sit in my 
normal tone. He danced nervously. I sat quietly and said nothing. 
It took him a full minute, anxiously looking at my still hands and 
the ball in my pocket, to finally sit. I paused for two seconds, gave 
him his release cue, and threw his ball, accompanied by an excited 

“Good dog!  That’s my boy!” He is now giving me automatic sits, in 
addition to fast-cued sits, in order to get me to throw the ball.  He is 
also paying me a lot more attention, which I can use to work other 
behaviors. 

Ra is a master observer. He knows every move I make, and reacts 
to it.  In training, he is at the point when in heel position a slight tilt 
back of my left shoulder will make him scoot his butt back around 
me so he is still aligned with it. I’ve had to really clean up my 
body movements in order to signal him effectively. No excessive 
movement, a meaning in every move I make. The absence of my 
extra movement leads to clearer signals for him. 

There are multiple videos online where you can watch excellent 
handlers in all dog activities.  What they all have in common is clear 
communication between themselves and their dog. The handlers 
use very clear body and voice signals, with effective uses of pauses 
and absence of excess movements. Take the time to watch some of 
them, then look in the mirror and practice calm relaxed vocal and 
physical fluidity, incorporating your pauses. Take videos of yourself 
training so you can see and hear what you look and sound like to 
your dog. This focus on you this summer will pay off in big training 
dividends.

Happy training!

*poem/lyric by DuBose Heyward

Katy’s Basenjis

Center: The red and white basenji is  
Ra, a.k.a. Ra-man the noodle boy.  

Right: The black and white basenji is Princess Janie cakes, snuggling queen. Behind her, the red and white Canaan 
Dog is Nut, a.k.a. Nutter Butter Peanut Butter Sandwich Cookie Girl doggie. The handsome brindle boy is Khonsu, 
who Katy says is the "bestest" brindle basenji boy ever.

Katy’s Honorary Basenjis 

On the left is Garner, Mr. Serious, 
who finished in his first four shows - 

“I’m with you Mom. Let’s get it done.”  
Sporting the gloriously tasselled ears 
on the right is Zen, a.k.a. Zennie, Mr. 
I’ve-never-met-a-person-or-dog-or-
butterfly-I-didn’t-like.

Thoughts on Sportsmanship

BY Gabby Quinnett 

I put forth a good deal of effort to make those new feel welcomed in 
the community. I know how it is to feel new, and it’s not great.

I’m very happy when I win. Since I’m so competitive, it’s hard not 
to get extremely happy. When friends win, I also get very excited 
for them. It’s awesome to celebrate with someone who’s animated 
by their win. Losing, however, is not so great. It doesn’t feel great 
to lose, and I don’t like doing it too much. However, I do see the 
benefit. It does teach you that not everyone can win all the time. 
And there is ALWAYS a next time. You improve from seeing what 
you did wrong that time and can hopefully change it for the next 
time. My best games were the ones where I got scored on the most. 
I defended so many shots on goal that it helped me as a player learn 
what to do in those situations. 

Sportsmanship
Person
Offering
Respect
Treating
Somebody
Magnanimously
Acting
Nice
Speaking
Humbly
Infinitely
Polite

Sportsmanship
Polite
Optimistic
Respectful
Thoughtful
Smiling
Mentoring
Altruistic
Neighborly
Supportive
Healthy
Intelligent
Professional

Sportsmanship
People
Others
Respect
True Friends
Serious
Men and women
Accepting
Novice
Seriously fun
Humble
Intelligent
Playful

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP
 

Sportsmanship Acrostic Poems

By Brooke Barker

What Is An Acrostic Poem?

An acrostic poem is one in which 

a certain feature -- for example, 

the first letter -- from every line 

combines to spell out a message 

-- usually the name of the subject, for 

instance the person to whom the 

acrostic poem is dedicated.

From http://www.acrosticpoem.org/

After one of the games where I was scored on a ton, I was 
approached by a couple players from the other team. They told me I 
did a great job in the game. It made me very happy that they were so 
kind and didn’t rub in the loss. 

Whenever a game is over, I always congratulate the goalie, win or 
lose. Goalies all go through the same thing, and I know what the 
worst of it feels like. 

For fall season soccer at school, we finished playing a game against 
either Sumner or Bonney Lake and some of the girls on my team 
were teammates with the girls on the other team. They all went up 
to take a picture together. I thought that was really great because 
they played like enemies but in the end they were all still friends.

Gabby is 16.  She showed dogs starting at age nine, but eventually chose soccer as her 
passion.  She is a Goalkeeper who plays for her High School Varsity team, a Club team, 
and an Academy team.  She also plays in an indoor league.  She is also a National Honor 
Society member and maintains an excellent GPA. 

    

 /
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
 

BREEDER EDUCATION 

SUSAN COE

The Breeders Education Committee has added an item to the 
Basenji University College for Basenji Breeders.  This is the first 
step in a planned section on movement to act as a study page to 
learn how dogs move.

This study aid illustrates the side-view trot of a variety of real 
basenjis taken from old, amateur videos. 

Do the dogs at shows move by so quickly that you can’t evaluate 
their movement? In this section on movement, you can compare 
them standing, still movement photos, and on video. Both slow and 
full speed action is shown. You can see the various steps in their 
movement as well as the quality of movement produced overall at 
the trot.  Each dog has its own strengths and weaknesses; use the 
Basenji breed standard and the sets of stills and videos to evaluate 
them.

Videos of additional dogs showing a good variety of builds will be 
added as videos become available.  The next videos should show 
dogs on a paved surface so the feet and pastern action is also visible.  
Additionally, in the future, and again when videos become available, 
we will take a look at the down and back part of movement.

LURE COURSING 

RUSS JACOBS

The 2016 Annual Convention of Delegates was held near Seattle, 
Washington. 59 Club Delegates (representing 43 clubs) attended 
the Convention.

The 2017 ACoD will be held in Omaha, NE in the third week of 
March.

The 2016 International Invitational will be held in Indianola, IA on 
October 22-23.

Financial Affairs

CEO Jeff Lipps reported that entries continue to decline, with a 
resultant decline in income. Plans are still underway to develop a 
new Records Program that should, in the long run, save the ASFA 
money by making recording a trial cheaper.  Records now cost an 
average of $105 per trial, and the new program should reduce that. 
It currently takes an average of 23 dogs per trial for ASFA to break 
even on per capita.  Planning for the new program is going slowly 
so that when money is collected from clubs for it, the program can 
be implemented quickly and seamlessly.  No funds will be collected 
until planning is complete.  However, cash reserves are more than 
adequate, and the ASFA essentially broke even financially in 2015.

Membership

ASFA currently has 72 member clubs, 18 affiliates, and four in fast 
track.

IT Committee

The Committee continues to work on the new records program, 
even as the existing program is being patched through an 
anonymous gift.

Website Committee

Revisions to the website are nearly complete, and the new site will 
go online soon.  A beta version was demonstrated to the ACoD, and 
the consensus was that it looked very good.

Awards

The ASFA #1 Basenji for 2015 was GCH/Can CH Borassus Hot.
Cool.Yours. FCh SC CA, Chilly, owned by Kathy Sanders.

Hall of Fame

Nancy Aiken was the human elected to the Hall of Fame; dogs 
elected were Cayman (Whippet), Eleanor (Irish Wolfhound), and 
Scarlett (Borzoi.)
Tom Cigolle was presented with the Garry Forrester award. 

Elections

The following slate of officers was elected for 2016-2017:
 President:  Jeff Lipps
 Vice President:  Rick Wolpin
 Rec. Secretary:  Joe Shoemaker
 Corr Secretary:  Sally McDowell
 CFO: Gary Roush

Constitutional Revisions 
(successful proposals to take effect January 1, 2016)

1) The amendment clarifying that member clubs get only one vote 
in recognition of new breeds passed.

Rules Change Proposals 
(successful proposals to take effect January 1, 2016)

Among the successful rule change proposals were:

#1:  housekeeping, making clear that dogs with a breed 
disqualification can be moved to Singles stake.

#2: to allow non-club members to serve as Field Trial Secretary.

#3: to allow ASFA CS to notify owners by email that their entries 
have been refused for cause.

#4:  to make clear that fields clerks may check a judge’s scores for 
accuracy, but not change them.

#5:  to ensure that any changes to the published premium list are 
posted on the field.

#10:  to make it clear that hounds entered in Singles stake are not 
eligible for competition in the non-regular stakes (e.g., breeder and 
kennel).

#12:  to allow Singles stake to count as an “additional breed” for 
judges who are  regularly licensed in at least three breeds.

The proposal to make approved rules effective on a date earlier than 
the current January 1 failed.  

Business

Among items of new business that passed was a motion to have 
Field Trial Improvement consider expanding ASFA trials into 
Canada, and to consider establishing a mentoring program.  

After much discussion at various points in the meetings, and several 
motions, membership policies regarding eligibility for Member 
status were left unchanged.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
(Continued) 
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RIP VAN WRINKLE BASENJI CLUB

SUSAN KAMEN MARSICANO

Every year, since our beginning, the Rip Van Wrinkle club has held a fundraiser to 
benefit the Basenji Health Endowment (BHE). Since our membership is replete with 
artistic types, often our raffle items are unique and handmade by our members. 

Our 20th fundraiser!, for 2016, will have 4 winners. We are raffling 3 NEW signed, 
numbered, archival prints of “Dreamers”, by Susan Kamen Marsicano, and an IKEA 
hare sporting a racing jacket embroidered by Lisa Stewart. 

The raffle will be drawn at the 20th Annual RVW Club Match-Tailgate luncheon on 
June 24th, in New Paltz, NY. Tickets are 6 for $10.

The judge for our Match is Malley Heinlein.  For more information, contact Show Chair 
Susan Marsicano.

“Dreamers” is a gouache made by Susan Kamen Marsicano in 1997. Two years later, we 
made it into a poster. The poster had typography designed by Eunice Ockerman and 
raised several thousand dollars for the BHE. The “Dreamers” poster won two Dog 
Writers Association of America Maxwells in 1999. It was Best Illustration and Best 
Poster/Special Publication. 

AFFILIATE CLUB REPORTS
 

“Dreamers” by Susan Kamen Marsicano, 
and the Maxwells won in 1999.

Hare sporting a racing jacket embroidered by Lisa Stewart.

HI-COUNTRY BASENJI CLUB

PAT BIRD

On a snowy, Rocky Mountain Spring day in 
April, we had a Fun Day. Owners and their 
Basenjis gathered for a day of information,  
a few dog events, and a potluck lunch.

Our guests were two women who own a store 
that specializes in dog food. They talked 
to us about different dog foods. It was very 
interesting to hear alternatives to the kibble 
made by the dog food companies. The women 
also gave us coupons with a promise to donate 
to Colorado Basenji Rescue.

One of our favorite events was the Musical Sit. 
It is amazing to see that Basenjis really can sit 
quickly when given that instruction. Three of them were so good 
that we couldn’t eliminate any of them. One even anticipated the 
music stopping and sat just as our musician, Dana, stopped playing 
his uke. We had to name all three as tied for first place.

Another favorite was the Hot Dog Dunk. Some Basenjis decided 
they can drink the water and eventually got the pieces of hot dog. 
Others actually put their head in the water and dived a little for 
the pieces of hot dog. One Basenji put her head in so far that the 
water was up to her eyeballs. A couple of them were really creative. 
They put their paw in the water, scooped some hot dog pieces, and 
dragged them out of the bowl!!!!! Wow!! We were impressed.

And, of course, we had to have a chorus of yodeling. It was so 
heartwarming to hear them.

As usual, we had our potluck lunch. Not only is it a time to eat, but 
it is a time to talk about our dogs. It certainly was a Fun Day for us!

AFFILIATE CLUB REPORTS
(Continued) 

Tough competition in the Musical Sit results in a three way tie for first place! 
Left to right:  Joan Crawford with Casey, Michelle Alberts with Rufus, Dana 

Richardson with his banjo-ukulele, and McKenzie Zollner with Gus.

Pawing for hot dogs in the Hot Dog Dunk.
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Dale Simmons - AKC Approved Basenji Judge (#2068)

JANUARY 21, 2016: On Friday 1/21/16, I examined the bitch 
named above and gaited her.  I found that she was chestnut red 
with white markings on all four feet, with slightly hooded ears, 
and somewhat pliant skin on her body (i.e. she was somewhat 
overweight for a basenji but she was pliant for that weight). Her 
body proportions were a bit long, but her tail was set high and 
curves off to one side.  Her gaiting pattern was consistent with 
basenji cadence.  Because of the loose tail curl I have to rate her a 3, 
otherwise I would have given her a 4.

RATING: 3, GOOD

Jackie Jones - Long-Time Breeder

JANUARY 28, 2016: I find Avongara Kiri to be a pleasing to the 
eye, her proportions, type and carriage are all within the standard.  
She is slightly longer than square, but has correct bone, length 
of leg and good feet.  The neck flows correctly into her shoulders.  
Her ears are wide set to the side, but well cupped and will come 
up to correct position when something catches her interest.  Her 
temperament is very good, her eye is nice, tail set is a little low, with 
loose curl, but curls correctly up and over the hip when she moves.  
Rear movement is correct front is a little straight, but overall she is 
balanced.  Color is a fine red, with correct minimal white markings.  
Her movement is easy with moderate reach and drive when gaiting 
at moderate speed.  From side thighs are wide and from the back 
view moderate in width.  Ratio of muzzle to skull is correct with the 
muzzle having moderate cushions.  Her topline is level and strong.
I believe if she were in competition that she would not be out of 
place or different in the ring.

I would give her a very good evaluation. But due to the inclusion 
of loose tail curl in the good category this is where she will have to 
be put but I do not believe that a loose tail curl should be in any of 
these descriptions, as our standard only calls for a curl over a hip, 
not whether it is tight or loose and we see loose curls all the time in 
our domestics all the time.
RATING: 3, GOOD

Kathy Britton - AKC Approved Basenji Breeder Judge

JANUARY 23, 2016: The general appearance of this bitch is 
that of being a lightly built dog, most definitely a basenji. She is 
moderate in size and angles, with both front and rear angles being 
well-proportioned. Her head is slightly smaller than I would want 
for the size of her body.  Her cheeks could have a little bit more 
cushioning and her ears could be slightly higher set. The ear set 
could have been situational and her not wanting to “give ear” when 
baited.  Her eyes are slightly round, but a nice dark hazel color. Her 
nose appears to have dark color around the edges, and a “winter” 
pink nose in the center. She has a perfect scissors bite.

This bitch has a lovely crested neck that I would prefer to be a touch 
longer, but it does get fuller at the base. Her top line is level when 
relaxed. Her body is slightly longer than tall. Her tail is fairly high 
set, but could lean forward more. It does curl off to the side. Her 
feet are compact and oval in shape with nicely arched toes. Her 
shoulders are well-laid back and nicely set. She is a little slight in the 
front and fore-chest. Her pasterns are nice and flexible and not to 
upright. He rear is nicely angulated with her hocks turning neither 
in nor out. She has a very slight drop at her croup.

This bitch’s coat color is a nice even red in color. It is a touch longer 
than I would prefer but not what I would consider long by any 
means. Her demarcation between the red & white colors is perfect 
and her skin is very pliant.

She has moderate side gait. Given her front and rear angles, I would 
expect more reach and drive in a less busy atmosphere. Her front 
movement is excellent and she converges nicely. Her rear is slightly 
close but with age and muscling, I would expect this to improve.

Her temperament is that of a Basenji… but much less aloof.  She is 
very inquisitive and friendly and no qualms with other dogs [of any 
breed] getting into her space. Kiri is a very sweet girl that I would 
not hesitate to consider a dog of the Basenji breed.
RATING: 4, VERY GOOD

AVONGARA KIRI 
Partial description submitted by James Johannes.

Kiri was acquired February of 2015 in South Sudan just 16 miles 
west of Nzara near the DRC border. She was born in a rural area 
within a Zande family compound. She has a quiet submissive 
temperament. She is not standoffish and will meet and greet new 
people. She is quiet most of the time but will produce a low toned 
baroo which comes out when you least expect it. She has shown 
an interest in all things bird. She took immediately to chasing the 
bunny at a practice lure coursing event.

Kiri is the Zande word for the Palm Bell worn by the hunting dogs.

Evaluations on next page.

Basenji Foundation Stock Applicants

The dog presented here has been through two of the steps 
required to become Registered Basenji Foundation Stock.

All required information has been provided and she has had 
three hands-on evaluations: Approved Judge, Breeder-Judge 
and Long-Time Breeder. The Evaluators have judged her as 
typical of a basenji and have given her a rating of fair or higher. 
The entire application and evaluations with comments can 
be seen at https://www.basenji.org/NativeStock/Applicants/
List2016.html.

The dog has been individually considered by the BCOA Board 
of Directors based on the application and evaluations. This dog 
has received a majority Approved vote by the Board.

The next step will be a general membership vote on the 
applicant by area of import – Avongara 2016 – for ease of 
voting.  Ballots will be mailed out on August 1, 2016 and must 
be returned post-marked on or before September 1, 2016 and 
received no later than September 6, 2016.

The individual in the Avongara group getting a two-thirds vote 
of “Approve” by the voting membership will be submitted to the 
AKC to be registered as Foundation Stock.

 BCOA Native Stock Committee
 Chair: Pamela Geoffroy 
 Co-Chair: Damara Bolte
 Members: Susan Coe, Andrew Sawler, Linda Siekert 

All photos this spread feature Avongara Kiri,

Opening the Basenji Stud Book

There have been several importations of dogs from Africa since the last 

registered foundation stock Basenjis were accepted by the American 

Kennel Club in 1990.  In August 2008, the AKC Board of Directors voted to 

allow opening the Studbook to native stock Basenjis.  The actual petition 

can be seen at Basenji.org under members drop down then Native Stock 

Committee: "Basenji Club of America Petition to Open the AKC Studbook to 

Native Stock Basenjis" at https://www.basenji.org/NativeStock/Application/

BasenjiStudbookPetition.pdf. At the request of the BCOA, the AKC has 

extended the deadline for registering new Basenji foundation stock. 

Following a motion by Dr. Newman, seconded by Mr. Arnold, it was VOTED 

(unanimously) to extend the Open Registration for Basenjis imported from 

Africa, until December 31, 2018, with any dogs imported into the United States 

prior to December 31, 2018, eligible for registration until December 31, 2020 

— AKC Board meeting November 7 & 8, 2011. Read the BCOA letter requesting 

this extension at https://www.basenji.org/NativeStock/Correspondence/

BCOARequest2011.pdf.
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I was born in Detroit in 1957, and attended Wayne State University 
in Detroit as a Biology Major, pre-med. I graduated in 1980. Upon 
graduating, I married my date from the high school prom, Elsie (we 
have just celebrated our 36th wedding anniversary). The following 
week, we moved from Detroit to Atlanta, Georgia and I began my 
graduate studies at Emory University School of Medicine, where 
from 1980 to 1982, I completed a Master of Medicine degree 
in Critical Care Medicine/Advanced Life Support Systems. 
From 1982 to 1984, I completed a Master of Medicine degree in 
Anesthesiology, while concurrently working on a Doctorate in 
Clinical Pulmonary Medicine, awarded in 1985.

From 1985 to today, I have been a clinician and clinical instructor 
of anesthesiology at a Level 1 trauma and teaching hospital 
(Memorial University Medical Center) in Savannah, Georgia, 
and I am on the teaching faculty of the Anesthesia program for 
South University, a clinical wing for Mercer University School of 
Medicine, now located at Memorial University Medical Center.  I 
have also taught for Emory School of Medicine and other programs 
who use our facility for training (such as University of North 
Carolina, University of Georgia, etc). 

After getting married and immediately leaving everyone we knew 
in Detroit to move to Georgia (in an pre computer/cell phone, 
Facebook era), we were really isolated from friends and family. 
Both of us grew up with dogs (a miniature poodle, Martini,  for 
me and a Norwegian Elkhound and an Old English Sheepdog for 
her), and we both missed having dogs around. On our first visit 
back to Michigan at Christmas time, her brother “found” us a little 
Schnauzer/Poodle mix from a child giving away puppies from a 
cardboard box outside a grocery store in Michigan. Thus, we got 
our first dog, Pepper, who returned to Georgia with us. She was 
good company for my wife, as my hours of school and clinicals were 
brutal and long. 

Right before our first wedding anniversary (June 21st 1981), my 
wife was walking through a mall in Atlanta and saw a little black 
and white Basenji in a mall pet store. The dog struck her as looking 

“SO regal” and she just had to have that dog. Neither of us had a clue 
what a Basenji was, but Elsie was determined to have this dog as her 
own. That little pup had been in a cage, at that pet store, for almost 
NINE MONTHS, and no one had bought her. They either didn’t 
know what to make of a “non barking African Hunting Dog” as the 
sign said, or were put off by the high price tag she had on her. 

LIFETIME MEMBER PROFILE 

DR. STEVE GONTO
BY STEVE GONTO M.M.Sc., Ph.D., WITH HOLLY HAMILTON

I had secretly bought my wife a beautiful sewing machine and 
sewing table, which she wanted, for a first anniversary gift, but 
promptly took it back, without her ever knowing I had bought it,  
to scrape up the funds needed to purchase the little dog. I had to 
literally plead with the pet shop manager to sell her to me for less 
than the asking price (it was all the cash we had as two poor grad 
students, working hard to pay for school and our room and board). 
He finally relented (after I went to the pet shop on two consecutive 
days), since she had been unsold for so long. Thus, “Cenji” came 
into our lives, and in a few years would usher in a new treatment for 
a previously fatal disease. 

Prior to purchasing Cenji, I tried to read up (yes, there was no 
“Google,” only books) on Basenjis, but ignored the warning of a 
common and fatal genetic disease called “Fanconi,” as well as that 

“difficult to train” temperament I seriously wondered what we were 
going to do with an African Hunting Dog in our home!?!

Well, Cenji turned out to be the most loving, intelligent, and 
sometimes overly curious little girl and was just a super addition to 
our family. Unlike Pepper, her “older” sister, who was pretty ornery, 
Cenji was a friend to everyone... EXCEPT the Chow that lived next 
door to our apartments in Atlanta (upon seeing her, Cenji would 
let out the most rumbling, wild animal snarl....it would send shivers 
down your spine), and a full “gray wolf” owned by another young 
lady in the complex. If Cenji spotted that wolf a block away while 
on a walk, she would circle my wife Elsie and then drop into the 

“one leg bent and ready to spring” attack posture. She would have 
eaten the Chow and Wolf if given the chance. Other than them, she 
was a really sweet princess. 

Life was great until, in 1984, at the age of almost five, our little 
dog developed PU/PD, which we assumed was a UTI. Glucosuria 
promptly lead our very, VERY bright and knowledgeable veterinary 
doctor to diagnose Fanconi (a great call for someone working with 
a rare breed in a pre-internet info era), and sadly he gave us the “it’s 
fatal” diagnosis. “There is nothing you can do, she will be gone in 
about a year,” he said. 

I am a very stubborn man by nature and a real pit bull of focus 
and tenacity when attacking a problem. My immediate thought 
about that “death sentence” was “NOT WITHOUT A FIGHT...
NOT ON MY WATCH.” I promptly started doing all the research 
I could on this rare disease (in a rare breed) and again, in the pre-
internet era, that was no easy task.

In short order, from the breed groups and magazines, I learned of 
many “treatments” being used. Some were strict protein limitation 
(which seemed like a bad idea in a protein losing uropathy, with no 
accumulation of protein metabolism waste products), to other, let’s 
call them “harebrained treatments,” such as using daily Activated 
Charcoal therapy (again, it seemed a bad idea to me, to block 
absorption in a patient losing needed nutrients). In short, nothing 
logical seemed available and no one was having any success in 
treating these dogs. They all died miserable deaths, usually within 
about twelve months of symptom onset. 

I began to hit the medical journals and learned that not much 
was really known about Fanconi beyond a handful of researchers, 
and thankfully they all spoke to me by phone and were most 
generous with their time, such as the late Dr. Kenneth Bovee of 
University of Pennsylvania Veterinary School, who had the most 
working knowledge, through his research, of what Fanconi was—a 
genetically triggered disease (although it could be induced by 
exposure to Zinc overdose, and expired tetracycline antibiotics, 
and many years later, was also found to be induced by certain 
organophosphate lawn insecticide and also some toxic agent found 
in certain dog treats). In any case, the basement cell membrane of 

Steve and his wife, Elsie.

Cenji and Steve graduating from Anesthesia Training at Emory University School 
of Medicine in Atlanta, 1985.

Kelsey and Cenji at the BCOA National Specialty, 1991.

Kelsey and Cenji cuddling at home, 1993.

Steve was featured as both medical staff and patient in a special booklet the 
hospital produced on the "Cancer Research Center".  
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Other Interests: Martial Arts 

Another interest is in Martial Arts, as I was, in 1978, a U.S. National Karate 

Champion, having earned my black belt in Japanese Shotokan Karate. 

Later my daughter would go on to earn her black belt in TaeKwonDo, 

which we did together (I earned my black belt in that discipline at the 

same time as her), and got to help coach her to a gold and three silver 

medals at the Pan American Championships. When she got married 

three years ago, she insisted on how our "daddy daughter dance" would 

go. Even though I just had knee surgery weeks before, we pulled off  a 

dance that, while posted just for family, on Facebook, has been viewed 

over 150,000 times.  See the “Kung Fu Fighting” daddy daughter dance 

at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIkmnkcmYdM

AfterSeptember 11, 2001, I even (as an old man) came out of “retirement 

from Karate” to teach some hand to hand combat to MP’s deploying to 

secure our airports and other locations. Doing hand to hand training 

was something I  had the honor of doing as a “civilian instructor” for 

some U.S. Navy sailors years ago in San Diego.  Obviously, I still keep an 

interest in competitive, Olympic martial arts events.

the proximal renal tubules was failing to reabsorb bicarbonate and 
other substrates such as potassium, calcium and glucose. It was a 
chemically induced osmotic dieresis that resulted in the PU/PD 
that was oft en the fi rst noticed symptom of the disease, which onset 
at 3 to 5 years of age, for the most part. 

At this point I needed to start doing my own “homework” on 
what was happening with Fanconi and trying to reverse the eff ect. 
Th ankfully I was in the right place at the right time, with all the 
resources of the Emory Medical and research facilities available 
to me, as well as having friends and colleagues next door at the 
National Centers for Disease Control.  Aft er “picking the brains” of 
every human and veterinary urologist, nephrologists, nutritionist 
and internist I could fi nd, the time came to start looking for 
answers no one was able to provide.

First I did a “Laser Flash Spectrophotometer” study of Cenji’s urine 
to determine exactly what was being lost and in what quantities. 
Mind you, this kind of equipment was a room sized device that 
only a handful of major research centers had at the time, so I was 
VERY lucky to have access. We also did MRI and CT imaging of 
her kidneys with what was some of the world’s most precise and 
powerful imagers at the time. While a paper chromatography test 
for amino acids was being off ered, even then, to “diagnose” Fanconi 
(it is still off ered by Penn Genn to this day), and thus knowing 
Fanconi was a generalized Amino Aciduria, we immediately 
started a supplement regiment with Amino Acid supplements.

We also knew bicarbonate was being lost, but “by the book” you 
could not buff er an acidotic patient with oral bicarbonate, as the 
gastric acid would simply inactivate any buff er prior to gett ing to 
the bloodstream. Th us, other doctors were using calcium carbonate 
or calcium phosphate to try and make up for the metabolic 
acidosis (and while great at providing calcium, were worthless at 
being metabolic buff ers). Th ankfully, I must have been asleep or 
daydreaming when we learned all this in school, because silly me, 
I decided if bicarbonate was the body’s buff er and if bicarbonate 
was being lost in the urine, maybe we should be giving bicarbonate 
back orally to replace it. And that is what I did. Not until one of my 
urology colleagues informed me “that can’t work,” and I told him I 
already had 50 blood gasses showing it DID work, did the work on 

Cenji start to change a “known” dictum in veterinary and human 
medicine. It seems a lot of “textbook facts” about Fanconi were 
only “facts” until we soundly disproved them by measured clinical 
results. As for the losses found on Spectrography of trace elements, 
that was addressed by adding in multivitamins, with a high potency, 
complete vitamin being used weekly, per an Iron Man competition 
orthopedic surgeon who assisted in the formulation of how best to 
replace the nutrient losses. 

In 1985, we moved from Atlanta to Savannah and I was blessed 
to fi nd a superb, third-generation veterinarian, Dr. Jerry Case, to 
work with me on Cenji’s case. Dr. Case had been President of the 
Georgia Board of Veterinary Medicine as well as running one of 
the oldest existing veterinary clinics in the USA. Old, however, 
didn’t mean outdated, and Dr. Case always kept his clinic at the 
cutt ing edge of medical science (as it is, to this day, under his 
daughter, Dr. Carla Case McCorvey). He helped me continue 
honing the treatment we were using on Cenji, including providing 
sedation for her while we would do MRI studies at my hospital’s 
scanner, late at night “when no one was around”  (which is how we 
found out about micro infections which get loculated, or walled 
off , in Fanconi kidneys and bladders). Between Dr. Case’s excellent 
facilities and my own hospital’s willingness to open their facilities 
to me completely (be it in running labwork or doing MRI studies), 
I was still able to bring a lot of science and medicine to bear on the 
situation. 

Cenji’s labs were looking bett er and bett er, but sadly she was 
looking worse and worse. She was gett ing weak and lame. She was 
dying, despite everything we were doing. Something was missing 
in our plan and we didn’t know what. We considered a kidney 
transplant from University of California, Davis, and actually got so 
far along in the process we had a matched dog available to purchase 
as the donor (we would adopt that dog as our own too, having two 

“one kidney each” dogs), we had our time off  and airline tickets 
bought. Only upon gett ing a pre-surgery call from the doctor 
who would care for her, post-op, did out plans grind to a halt. He 
basically informed us that Cenji would essentially be another “test 
dog” for their learning process. Th eir success rate for longevity 
was measured in months, not years, and for all the pain and eff ort, 
the dog would “MAYBE” get a few months, but the quality of life 
would be bad. High dose steroids and immune suppressive drugs, 
and limited movement, etc. His comment that “I wouldn’t do it 
to my dog” put things in perspective. He informed me that dogs 
are the “model of tissue rejection” (unlike cats, who do great with 
any kind of transplant).  Th at took transplantation off  the table. 
(Transplantation remains a very poor outcome choice for canines).

Th at is when, as oft en happens in medicine and science, pure 
serendipity happened and changed everything. 

I made a video tape and sent it to University of Georgia’s veterinary 
hospital in an att empt to get them to agree to see our litt le dog in 
a last ditch att empt to do anything to help. Th ankfully, Dr. Jean 
Barsante, a renowned veterinary urologist, and Dr. John Oliver, a 

Steve and Kelsey’s “kung fu” dance at Kelsey’s wedding, 2012.

Other Iterests: Space Exploration

Years ago, I was an active applicant for an astronaut mission specialist, hoping 

to conduct long duration cardiac and pulmonary experiments on the shuttle 

and space station, in preparation for people to go to Mars and beyond. While 

my medical equipment has fl own in space, sadly, I didn't get the chance as 

our space program was cut to the bone. Now, as older age and more critically, 

some health problems exist, that dream has gone by the wayside. I am still 

a huge space exploration fan, however. I can talk peoples’ ears off  on the 

benefi ts everyone has derived from those few space shots we funded, and 

how life around the world is vastly improved because of space research 

spinoff s.

Left : Steve’s collector card for the 
2000 Pan American Games.  

Rightt : Steve carried this photo 
for YEARS in his wallet (before 
we whipped out our phones and 
showed all our thousands of 
photos on Facebook).  Th e photo 
was also turned into a collector 
card for the 2000 Pan American 
Games.  Kelsey took THREE 
silver medals and a GOLD medal 
home in TaeKwonDo! 

respected veterinary neurologist, agreed to see Cenji right away. 
How bad a condition she was in can be seen still by reviewing that 

“please help me” video. 

If you go to the 10:51 minute point in my 2015 Fanconi lecture, you 
will see the terrible, painful state Cenji was in at this point:  https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNvKRnFcZxE.

Th is was the week of September 18, 1989, and was memorable 
because of the hurricane that almost hit us during all this, but that 
comes a bit later.

For a week we were living in Athens, Georgia, in a hotel by the 
Veterinary Small Animal University Hospital, as we watched on 

TV the formation and then approach to the East Coast, a hurricane 
(HUGO), knowing our house was totally unprepared and 
unprotected. Meanwhile, our litt le Cenji was undergoing every lab 
test and neurological exam they could think of (still not totally sure 
the lameness and pain was the Fanconi or some other pathology 
at work). Aft er three days of “we cannot fi nd anything to treat that 
already isn’t being treated”, and knowing Cenji had but days to 
live (she really looked VERY bad, and could barely stand), the vets 
off ered three choices. First, euthanize her, since she was really in 
bad shape and deteriorating by the hour. Second, just go home and 
enjoy the short time left , or third, in more the interest of science 
then to help Cenji, do a 24 hour urine function “creatine clearance” 
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test. It would involve her being in a harness and having an IV in 
her that whole time, plus they were going to do some small muscle 
biopsies to try and learn of the tissue condition that the disease 
had wrought. At at this point, she was being used more as a lab rat 
than a patient. We agreed to option three, as it might someday help 
others. We knew her time was short. After agreeing to the tests, the 
vets warned me she would be extra sore and extra weak, and while 
they normally would keep her another forty-eight hours just to 
recover her after this test, they knew we had to get home...fast, with 
the hurricane fast approaching. They knew I understood how to 
recover a patient, so we proceeded. 

We stayed with Cenji until late that night, then returned exhausted 
to our motel, only to watch constant reports of the Category 4 to 
5 hurricane barreling down with the “most likely landfall” being 
Savannah, Georgia, with our home being on a barrier island, no 
less.  At almost closing time, we rushed to the mall Sears store 
in Athens, and purchased a car-top carrier, and with the help of 
the automotive store staff and using tools from their shelves, we 
assembled the car-top carrier and then mounted it on our little 
Honda Civic 1300 hatchback (the first new car we ever owned). We 
then went to a late-night supermarket and stocked up on canned 
food, sterno warmers, bottled water, flashlights, and batteries 
which filled that car-top carrier to the brim, not knowing for sure 
what chaos we would be going home to... assuming we still had a 
home.

When we returned to the hospital that beautiful (in Athens) 
Sunday morning at about 8 AM, we were greeted by both Dr. 
Barsante and Dr. Oliver, as well as a number of veterinary students 
and resident doctors, who had taken a major interest in the case. 
The offices and desk were closed on a Sunday, so Dr. Barsante went 
in to get Cenji and bring her to us at the front door of the hospital. 
She was amazed that Cenji was not as lethargic or weak as she 

expected and put her down on the grass in front of the building to 
urinate before we were to throw her in the car and hit the road.

That is when the mystery/miracle (depends who you ask), 
happened. The few vet school students driving or walking by 
the small animal hospital, on that fine Sunday morning on the 
UGA campus, must have been amused or confused at the site of 
the director of Urology and Neurology, both, along with their 

“entourage” standing on the lawn, gape mouthed at the sight before 
them. A tiny little black and white Basenji, running around in the 
grass and romping like a healthy young pup!!!! We all looked at 
each other, and the question was clear –WHAT ON EARTH DID 
WE DO???? HOW DID THIS HAPPEN???  The dog who should 
have been at death’s door, looked like the happiest and healthiest 
puppy you could imagine, running and leaping around the lawn of 
the hospital.

Thankfully, Dr. Barsante, who was doing the creatinine clearance 
test, realized the ONLY thing we had given this dog overnight 
was a canned meat diet laced with extra phosphorus as a maker. 
Indeed, it turned out that PHOSPHORUS and MEAT PROTEIN 
(long chain aminos, found in meat diets, but cooked down to short 
strands, in cooked food and supplements) were the missing pieces 
of the puzzle. It was really that simple. Certain amino acids were 
simply missing from her muscle tissue and without them, muscle 
wasting was a certainty. In fact, in some other phosphorus-losing 
kidney diseases, it was known that phosphorus was being lost in 
the urine, but the levels in the blood seemed to stay normal or low 
normal. No one ever thought to check where this phosphorus 
was coming from. Obviously (in hindsight) it had to be pulling 
from other tissues and yet no one ever thought to do muscle 
biopsies on a renal patient! Well, it turns out that when the urine 
is spilling phosphorus, it is being sequestered out of the muscle 
tissue (just as a malnourished lactating mother will dissolve her 
own bones to create enough calcium to produce milk). Simply put 
the phosphorus back in and the muscle wasting not only stops, but 
quickly reverses. 

Driving back from Athens to Savannah that day was a real 
experience. Millions of cars leaving the city and ours the ONLY 
car driving into the dark and ominous horizon to horizon cloud 
the entire way. Only one military truck full of generators passed us 
on the way back. Thankfully, despite it started to rain when we got 
back, and at the last moment the storm turned north and impacted 
Charleston, leaving Savannah unscathed.

Over the next few months, Cenji stayed healthy and happy, and 
thus, at this point, I needed to know if her experience was typical 
of what we could expect in other cases. From my calls and inquiries 
with the breed groups, I already knew of several other Fanconi dogs, 
and it happened a couple were owned by veterinarians, nurses and 
human doctors. I contacted them one by one, asking if they wanted 
to try what was working for Cenji, and knowing, if they did, I could 
get good, professional feedback on these dogs progress. Long story 
short, it worked for them all. Follow up tests revealed a universal 
improvement in labs for all the patients. 

What advice would you give to today’s Basenji owners? 

First, no matter what breed of dog, or for that matter, what pet you are 

getting, RESEARCH it... a LOT, before you bring that pet into your life. Do not 

ever count on your vet to know all the specific health issues of your breed. It 

is up to YOU to research it ahead of time, and STAY current (belong to breed 

groups, read that breed’s magazine, etc.) so YOU can keep your vet updated 

with the latest information. Most vets would be grateful for having a good and 

knowledgeable client. 

Second, if you adopt a dog, you are adopting a great pet. If you are adopting 

a Basenji, you are getting more of a friend then a pet. A Basenji is not out 

to please you at all costs. It is still a "wild" (not mean...but natural) animal at 

heart, which means they will seek to meet their needs first, be it hunger, play, 

freedom, way before worrying about what you want. However, a Basenji is a 

bright, interactive, and loving friend that always keeps you on your toes. They 

are constantly entertaining and engaging. 

Third, and finally, learn to keep your house clean and garbage picked up. Stray 

underwear or a roll of toilet paper are nothing but targets for a Basenji.

With dozens of sets of great lab results on these carefully watched 
“core”: dogs (weekly venous blood gasses and blood chemistry 
panels, etc), I decided to share this information, developed to save 
my own dog, freely with the general population. I wrote the first 
letter on treating Fanconi, to The Basenji Magazine, in December 
1998. The first “card stock” Protocol soon followed. I received 
dozens of phone calls (some in the middle of the night, as people 
didn’t think of time zones), as well as real postal letters, with 
requests for help or sending me labs for review.

The Protocol was helping hundreds of patients a year, and I was 
continuing to learn and fine tune the Protocol in the process. The 
2015 version is actually the ninth iteration of the Protocol and 
is completely original clinical advice, and the fourth published 
version: http://www.basenjirescue.org/fanconi/fanconi-protocol-2015.pdf.

This leads to 2015. At this point, the Protocol has helped well over 
3000 dogs, including genetic cases in Basenjis, Norwegians and 
Fancy Silver American Cockers, as well as hundreds of cases of 
likely “Chinese Chicken Jerky” or “Chinese Chicken Breast Treats” 
exposure in all dog breeds and cat breeds you can name. Besides 
these, the Protocol has been applied in about a dozen horses as well 
as a sadly late-diagnosed zoo hippo. Thankfully, human doctors 
have used the advice offered in the Protocol and extrapolated that 
to human Fanconi patients, who now face the prospect of a normal 
life span and good health. I have never accepted a penny from 
anyone for my assistance with Fanconi, and all my research and 
the Protocol are available free, online. I answer dozens of Fanconi 
emails, to this day, as a “labor of love”. Oh, and I continue to learn, 
by the day, new improvements to the offered therapy. I continue to 
offer free assistance to veterinarians worldwide, just for the asking, 
but am also SO happy that the Internet has replaced the phone 

call and “snail mail” as the mechanism of choice to hear from and 
respond to people and pets. No more 3 AM phone calls from Fiji 
or mid-day Christmas Day calls while riding with my family on 
the top of a London double decker bus on a London tour. (Yes, that 
really happened. Instead of a guided tour of London, I ended up on 
a one-hour Fanconi phone call from the top of that bus.)

As far as I know, the current Protocol is the ONLY “in clinical use” 
treatment regimen for human and veterinary medical professionals 
around the world. In August of 2004, Dr. Jennifer Yearly published 
an article on Survival Times for Fanconi cases, both with and 
without my Protocol treatment, in the Journal of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association. Basically, it found dogs with 
Fanconi had an average life span of twelve months post diagnosis 
without treatment and an essentially normal life span with the 
Protocol treatment. 

I hope and pray that the humans treated with the Protocol 
adaptation fare as well. With a 25 year old UPI war correspondent 
photographer in South Africa as the oldest known “Fanconi 
Protocol Kid” and several others now as thriving adults (including 
a medical student who runs marathons and is great at describing 
the “muscle burn” of metabolic acidosis and how oral bicarbonate 
quickly quenches that sensation), I expect these “Fanconi Protocol 
Kids” will also reach a normal and healthy life span. 

Just so you know that there may be some divine intervention here, 
I will pass along one more story. Strange but true. After years of 
helping SO many Fanconi dogs (as well as cats, horses, etc.), when 
it came time for us to get another Basenji thirteen years ago, we 
sought out a breeding of two dogs who tested clear on the genetic 
maker test, then being offered as a new screening by University of 
Wisconsin. We had dealt with enough Fanconi in our lives. Well, 
about the time our new red and white girl dog, Kiya, was five years 
old, she developed a surprise UTI. We took her to our vet (Carla 
Case McCorvey, DVM... now the Fourth generation of their 
family vet hospital), and when she came back from the lab with 
the urinalysis results, she said “Steve and Elsie, you are not going 
to believe this, but I think Kiya has Fanconi” (there was glucose 
and protein in her urine). Honest truth, my wife and I looked at 
each other, and without missing a beat, both said, “OH... IS THAT 
ALL!!!???” Fanconi had gone from a death sentence to an “Oh well, 
we can deal with this” annoyance in one lifetime. In retrospect, that 
was an amazing fact. 

In short order, Kiya’s blood went to the lab at University of 
Wisconsin, and as a “false negative”, her blood helped take the gene 
marker test from its 70 to 78% accuracy, to a full, real genetic test, 
with a 90% plus accuracy.

I guess we were destined to have medical pioneer dogs in our 
home!!!

Kiya hanging 
out at home.
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Since 1891, people and dogs have come together to compete at the 
Crufts dog show in England. 2016 saw a celebration of 125 years 
of Crufts in the beauty of dogs and the enjoyment of the incredible 
bond between people and their dogs. 

Dogs are celebrated not only at dog shows, but also at festivals and 
events held in different parts of the world. The Tihar festival in 
Nepal is a five-day event, with the second day of the festival devoted 
solely to the celebration of our relationships with dogs. In the 
United States of America (USA) there is a National Dog Day held 
every year to celebrate companion and rescue dogs, with this year’s 

event on August 31st, 2016. 

In 1886, Charles Cruft ran 
his first dog show, billed 
as the "First Great Terrier 
Show", with 57 classes and 
600 entries, and it was held 
at the Royal Aquarium 
Westminster for the Terrier 
breeds only. This dog show 
was run every year until 
the first dog show that was 
named after the founder, 
Cruft, held in 1891 in the 
Agricultural Hall, Islington. 
There were 2,437 entries and 
36 breeds in attendance at 

“Cruft's Greatest Dog Show."

In 1895, according to Veronica Tudor-Williams, Basenjis were 
exhibited at Cruft’s as the African Bush Dogs or Congo Terriers. 
And then, in 1937, Oliva Burns exhibited the first Kennel Club 
registered Basenjis at Crufts, these Basenjis were Bongo of Blean 
and Bokoto of Blean. 

It is noteworthy that the native Basenjis exhibited by Veronica 
Tutor-Williams, Ch. Frivolity of the Congo (by Int. Ch. Vagabond 
of the Congo ex Ch. Frolic of the Congo) and Ch. Petal of the 
Congo (by Am. Ch. Kingolo ex Int. Ch. Orange Fizz of the Congo) 
took many best of breed awards at post-war Crufts.

From 1905 – 1927 the highest award in Crufts was titled: Best 
Champion. Then from 1928 onwards the award title was changed 

Celebration of Dogs
Celebrating healthy, happy dogs
Crufts England 1891 – 2016
By Ethel Blair

to: Best in Show (BIS). No shows were held from 1918–1920 due to 
World War I and no shows were held from 1940–1947 due to World 
War II. Also, no shows were held in 1949 and 1954. 

The silver cup trophy was introduced in 1905 for the Best 
Champion award and this tradition has remained as the prize 
for BIS. Winners take away a replica of the coveted solid silver 
Keddall Memorial Trophy, and in 2016 a small cash prize of £200. 
The original trophy is held permanently at the Kennel Club’s 
headquarters, Clarges Street, London.

Basenjis have only ever won one (1) Best in Show (BIS) award at 
big ticket shows such as Crufts, The National Exhibition Center 
(NEC) Birmingham; World Dog Show; Westminster Kennel 
Club, New York City; Windsor, Home Park Windsor; and National 
Dog Show, Birmingham. That Best in Show win for a Basenji was 
at Crufts in 2001 with a dog called Jethard Cidevan, owned and 
handled by Mr. Paul S. Singleton. 

The table below shows the frequency of all dog breeds that have 
won Best in Show at Crufts since 1928 up to and including 2016:

# of BIS Wins Breed

7 English Cocker Spaniel

4 Irish Setter, Standard Poodle, Welsh Terrier

3 English Setter, German Shepherd Dog, Greyhound, Labrador 

Retriever, West Highland White Terrier, Wire Fox Terrier

2 Afghan Hound, Airedale Terrier, Flat Coated Retriever, Kerry 

Blue Terrier, Lakeland Terrier, Lhasa Apso, Pointer, Scottish 

Terrier, Toy Poodle, Whippet, Pomeranian

1 Australian Shepherd, Basenji, Bearded Collie, Bulldog, Bull 

Terrier, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Chow Chow, Clumber 

Spaniel, Dalmatian, Giant Schnauzer, Great Dane, Hungarian 

Vizsla, Irish Wolfhound, Keeshond, Norfolk Terrier, Pekingese, 

Petit Basset Griffon Vendéen, Pyrenean Mountain Dog, 

Sealyham Terrier, St. Bernard, Tibetan Terrier, Yorkshire Terrier

The Best of Breed (BOB) winner for Basenjis in 2016 was Nailah 
In That Lil Red Dress For Woodella a.k.a. Jayda. This little intrepid 
Basenji bitch was bred in Australia by Christine Petersen of Naliah 
Kennel. Jayda travelled across the Indian Ocean to Scotland where 
she is co-owned by Tom Rabbitte of Woodella Kennel and Charley 
Donaldson of Crosscop Kennel, United Kingdom. 

Woodella Kennel, United Kingdom

On recommendation from Jon Curby of the United States, Nailah 
In That Lil Red Dress For Woodella a.k.a. Jayda, is the newest 
edition to the Woodella Kennel, which strives to maintain a healthy 
gene pool with input from breeders around the world.

The Woodella Kennel is owned by Tom Rabbitte and is located in 
London, United Kingdom. Jayda lives with, and is exhibited by 

Charley Donaldson in Scotland. Charley also co-owns Woodella 
Hot Gossip a.k.a. Aoife, with Tom, so it made a lot of sense for 
Jayda to make her home in Scotland. 

All future litters by Jayda will be in the kennel prefix of “Woodella”. 

Located in London for many years Woodella Basenjis are now 
preparing for a move to a beautiful property in Kent.

Crosscop Kennel, United Kingdom

Charley Donaldson who co-owns and handled Jayda at the Best of 
Breed level in Crufts is only nineteen years old and lives in South 
West Scotland, 8 miles south of Lockerbie. Charley says the best 
thing about being where she lives is the amazing walks she can take 
her dogs on without having to travel too far. 

Charley began showing twelve years ago and now co-owns the 
Crosscop Kennel of Whippets and Basenjis with Leigh Morris and 
George Waddell. Leigh and George gave Charley co-ownership of 
the kennel for a Christmas present in 2013. 

Currently, the Crosscop Kennel has eleven Whippets, two Basenjis, 
a Dalmatian, and a mini smooth Dachshund. At Charley’s house, 
there is space for all her dogs plus more space to hopefully expand 
into boarding kennels for show dogs! She also has an acre paddock 
to free run her dogs. 

Charley started showing when she was seven years of age, and she 
won her first Championshp Challenge (CC) and Best of Breed 
(BOB) at twelve years of age and made up her first champion at 
fifteen. She has been Scottish Junior Handler of the Year twice, 
once in 2009, and again in 2014. This year has been an amazing 
year for Charley with Jayda winning 2 CCs, including the CC 
and BOB at Crufts, and also winning the puppy group at the 
Manchester Championship show.

Charley’s Whippet, Hazel, has excelled herself. She took Reserve 
Best In Show (RBIS) at Crufts, and then at West of England Ladies 
Society Championship show and also took out BIS over 10,000 
dogs just weeks after going BIS at Hound Association of Scotland. 
Hazel sits Top Hound in the United Kingdom. 

Jayda is currently Top Basenji in the United Kingdom.1886 First Great Terrier Show, Charles Cruft

Royal Aquarium, Westminster, venue for 1886 First Great Terrier Show

1891 first Cruft's Dog Show, venue Agricultural Hall, Islington 

Leigh walking dogs
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Woodella’s new home in Kent.
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Nailah Kennel, Australia

Christine Petersen (Chrissy) lives with her husband in a small, 
remote Queensland town called Mt. Garnet with a population 
of around five hundred people inclusive of the outside area. Mt. 
Garnet is approximately two and a half hours inland from Cairns.

Chrissy lives on approximately ninety-six acres of land that 
includes a house paddock and, another two thousand acres 
across the road is also leased and used. On the property there is 
approximately two hundred head of Brahman x cattle, and also 5 
horses which are used for mustering. 

When Chrissy is not showing her dogs and running her property, 
she works as a mail contractor for Australia Post. Her job can 
require her to drive up to 2,000 kilometres per week to deliver mail 
to stations (large properties) where some of them have driveways 
up to 30 kilometres long.

After a long break from showing dogs, Chrissy returned to the show 
ring with her first breed, the Shar-pei, and did extremely well. Her 
last Shar-pei, a dear old girl called Sophie, who is a 5 point red girl, 
only passed away a couple of years ago and is missed very much.

Chrissy saw her first Basenji at a dog show and was in awe of 
this extremely elegant dog going around the ring, so she did 
her research and decided to get a Basenji. Her first Basenji Mia, 
Aust Ch. Zandeena All Eyes On Me came from Millissa Fox of 
Zandeena Basenjis eleven years ago. Mia is growing old gracefully 
and spends her time relaxing on the lounge with Chrissy. 

Chrissy has bred and titled 8 Champions and 2 Supreme 
Champions, and all her puppies from last year are well on their way 
to their titles. 

Chrissy sent Jayda, her little Basenji girl, to Tom Rabbitte and 
Charley Donaldson in the United Kingdom; she is very proud of 
the rapport that Charley and Jayda have with each other.

Crufts 2016, Birmingham

Since 1991, Crufts has been held at The National Exhibition Center 
(NEC) Birmingham. This venue is located on a 610) acre site 
containing 20 halls totalling 200,000 square meters of exhibition 
space. Six of these halls were used to house Crufts this year. In 2016, 
there were over 400 stands, 19) breeds of dog registered in the 
show from 47 countries, with over 22,000 dogs striving to win the 
title of Best in Show. 

This year the show saw two new Italian breeds make their debut 
in individual breed classes: the Cirneco Dell’Etna in the Hound 
group and the Lagotto Romagnolo in Gundogs.

Crufts ran for 4 days starting on Thursday, March 10th through to 
Sunday, March 13th. Jon Curby and myself arrived on the 3rd day 
of Crufts. Basenjis were going to be exhibited on the Sunday, which 
was the last day of Crufts. Group judging for Hound and Terrier 
breeds and Best in Show were also held on the Sunday.

When we entered the main hall, the atmosphere was buzzing and 
one was confronted with thousands of people moving between 
each hall enjoying the vendor stalls and watching the dogs in the 
different rings that were spread across the 6 halls. Personally, I 
had never seen that many dog vendors in one single place. Given 
the crowds of people, from the time one arrived whether that be 
by car or bus, until the time a person walked into one of the halls, 
everything was organised with precision. It did not take too long to 
realise we were at the biggest dog show on earth. 

Hall 5, Ring 30 was where the Basenjis were located and Mr. Paul 
S. Singleton was the judge. There were 30 dogs and 24 bitches 
catalogued in the show. A total of 54 Basenjis. The largest entries 
for a breed in Crufts overall was the Whippets with 397 entries. 
The following is a summary of the results for Basenjis. 

Best Of Breed 
Nailah in That Lil Red Dress For Woodella, Bitch 
Owner:  Mr. T & Miss C. Rabbitte & Donaldson  
Best Puppy 
Nailah in That Lil Red Dress For Woodella, Bitch 
Owner:  Mr. T & Miss C. Rabbitte & Donaldson  
Dog Challenge Certificate 
CH Faraoland Yuletide Snowfall At Elsco, Dog 
Owner:  Mr. S. & Mr. J. Wright & Wilkinson 
Bitch Challenge Certificate 
Nailah in That Lil Red Dress For Woodella, Bitch,  
Owner:  Mr. T. & Miss C. Rabbitte & Donaldson  
Reserve Dog Challenge Certificate 
CH Tokaji American Gangster At Tenfield SHCM, Dog 
Owner: Ms. K. Ellise 
Reserve Bitch Challenge Certificate 
CH Swanwite Karaleigh, Bitch 
Owner: Mrs. I. Legget 

After Basenjis were judged, we relaxed in one of the many bars 
and eateries for a few hours and then we made our way to the hall 
were Best in Show was being held. The hall was setup for a stage 
production and one realized pretty quickly that this was going to be 
a lights, camera, and action type of show. The Crufts final program 

presented obedience finals, police dog demonstrations, Her 
Majesty’s Royal Marines Collingwood band, singers, Hound and 
Terrier group judging, a dancing dog team, and Best in Show. 
 

Best in Show Winners

Both BIS and RBIS were stunning dogs and deserved to win. We 
can only imagine how Charley Donaldson was feeling after this 
day at Crufts. At nineteen years old, Charley was the youngest 
person to win Reserve Best in Show as a handler, breeder, and 
owner of her Whippet, Hazel. And she also won Best of Breed with 
her Australian bred Basenji Jayda. Not bad for a day in the ring at 
Crufts.

Reserve Best in Show: CH Nothing Compares to You at Crosscop 
JW, Whippet, Bitch, Owner: Mrs. L. D., Mr. G. M. & Miss C. 
Morris, Waddell & Donaldson. BIS Judge: Mr. Derek Smith

Best of Breed: Nailah in That Lil Red Dress For Woodella, Owner: Mr. T. & Miss C. 
Rabbitte & Donaldson. Judge: Mr. Paul S. Singleton, Handler: C. Donaldson

Nailah in That Lil Red Dress For Woodella being judged in Group (Hound), Group Judge: Mr. Jeff Horswell. 
Handler: James Winkley-Balmer

Jon Curby & Ethel Blair visiting the Kennel Club 
Responsible Breeder Stand Crufts 2016.

Final Word

Like all great events and things there is generally controversy that 
surrounds it. And Crufts has not escaped its share of controversy 
over the years. 

In 2016, there was an outcry over the health and conformation of a 
German Shepherd that had won Best of Breed. In 2015, there was 
an alleged “murder” plot of Jagger the Irish Setter and some other 
dogs that also attended Crufts (Shi Tzu, Western Highland Terrier, 
Afghan Hound, and Shetland Sheepdogs) all suffered serious 
sickness. 

More controversy hit in 2015 when the Best In Show winner, 
Rebecca Cross, picked up her Scottish Terrier, Knopa, by the tail, 
which is not within the rules of Crufts. This action attracted 71,930 
signatures on a petition requesting Crufts that her BIS award be 
stripped from her for alleged cruelty. Controversy continues every 
year—face lifts on BIS winners, even complaints regarding the 
hundreds of kilograms of hair that has to be cleaned from the NEC 
after the show each year.

Crufts even featured in a murder trial at the Old Bailey in 1974 
where a jury heard how a man started an affair with a woman he 
met at Crufts, then was stabbed to death by his wife with the knife 
he used to cut up their dog’s food.

Irrespective of the controversy that Crufts attracts, it continues to 
put in measures to address these problems each year. Crufts has 
stood the test of time and has remained for 125 years the greatest 
and largest dog show on earth.
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Aust. Ch. Nailah Facing The True Embrace (Sassy), C. Petersen, Best in Group, 
Royal Exhibition Brisbane, 2015
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I’ve been an AKC lure coursing judge since 2001.  I fell into it quite 
accidentally.  Several of my basenji acquaintances suggested that I 
might enjoy it since I coursed quite a bit.  I was also encouraged by 
my friend and mentor, Katie Campbell.

Th e fi rst event I judged was at Puget Island in Cathlamet, 
Washington.  Th ere were over 70 dogs entered.  Th e other judge 
didn’t show for some reason and I judged by myself.  Needless to 
say, by the end of the day I was exhausted.

During the same year, I had the privilege to judge AKC lure 
coursing at the Basenji National in Portland, Oregon.  At that event, 
the other judge (Lee Opresko) and I judged a large entry.  One of 
the open fl ights had some very good running dogs and, as a result, 
Lee and I tied several of them.  Th ey ran off  their ties (and I should 
mention it was very, very warm weather-wise) and again, Lee and 
I tied the leading pair.  Th e AKC fi eld rep, who was at the event, 
came up to Lee and I demanding to know why we tied them since 
we have up to 50 points to judge the dogs (in case you don’t know: 
OVERA LL ABILITY 10; FOLLOW 10; SPEED 10; AGILITY 10; 
and ENDURA NCE 10)

Lee and I were standing very far apart when we judged and we did 
not speak to each other during or aft er the course.

I replied, “Lee gave it to one dog and I gave it to the other.”

Judges sometimes see diff erent things from their points of view.  
Perhaps one judge who is a stickler for follow deemed one dog as 
cutt ing more than the other.  Perhaps one judge sees more speed in 
one dog.  Th is can be especially true if the judge has speed dogs (i.e. 
whippets, greyhounds and salukis).

In AKC, each of the categories is weighed equally, whereas in ASFA 
lure coursing more weight is given to speed.  ENTHUSIASM 15; 
FOLLOW 15; SPEED 25; AGILITY 25; and ENDURA NCE 20.  
I’m guessing it is this way since the original organizers of ASFA lure 
coursing had whippets and greyhounds.

When a course is fi nished, I place my dogs for that course (i.e. pink, 
blue, yellow), write a score on my notes and then I will judge the 
following courses of the same breed/stake and place them overall.  
Th is is called cross course judging.  For example, one dog in the 

fi rst course of a stake could be the most outstanding of that stake 
and that should be taken into consideration when judging ALL the 
dogs in the stake.

I have an average score in both venues of lure coursing, and I will 
go up or down depending on how the course was run.  In AKC my 
average is 35, while in ASFA my average is 75.  Judges have diff erent 
averages and as an exhibitor you can probably tell from the posted 
scores what they are.  

As for my experience in basenjis, I don’t judge them much as I am 
usually running one or two of them, but I LOVE the opportunity 
to judge them! When a trio of basenjis runs together well, they 
appear to work as a team.  One or two may fl ank out while one 

“pursues” the lure.  Very oft en a single running basenji believes 
that speeding along to challenge the lure operator is the way to go. 
Of course, as we all know, some basenjis do not want to play well 
together, and as a basenji owning judge, I think I can see problems 
as they arise.  I think my most favorite time judging basenjis is 
when a basenji has a fantastic Best in Field run against speed dogs 
(i.e. whippets and greyhounds).  

A Judge’s Point of View
BY Holly Hamilton, AKC and ASFA Lure Coursing Judge

I fi rmly believe that basenjis WANT to be challenged… in life 
or coursing!  I’ve seen that basenjis do not oft en run as well on a 
completely fl at fi eld.  It’s as if they can visualize the whole course 
and take all the short cuts they can!  However, if there are hills or 
terrain, a running basenji will surprise me with a wonderful run (or 
completely blow it if they turn their head for a moment). Basenjis 
(who normally do not enjoy being in the wet) will even surprise 
their owners by running in a downpour or even snow!!!!

Recently, at a trial in Ohio, the grass on the fi eld was very, very long 
despite being bush hogged earlier that week.  Th e basenjis that were 
running that day (Joe and Lisa Stewart’s Tempest, Gambit, and 
Xander, and my Lotus and Banh Mi) decided to take the course as 
a challenge and had some awesome runs!  Th ere were spots in the 
fi eld where the grass was TALLER than they were!  Everyone who 
watched the runs was amazed that our dogs did so well.

As an exhibitor, know that every judge is going to see your dog 
in a distinct way from the judge standing next to them due to 
experience in lure coursing— perhaps in similar ways, but maybe 
completely opposite.  Know that you can ask to see your dog’s score 
sheet.  Know that you can ask a chairman and judge(s) of the trial if 
you can stand out in the fi eld and see their point of view.  

I  am (or have been) the proud owner or co-owner of the following 
Best in Field basenjis

• “Nick” ~ FC Chujos Aramis Nick MC FCh LCMh VFCh CGC 
RN

• “Bibi” ~ Jumoke Quita African Bibi MC FCh LCM
• “Zeek” ~ DC Zuri’s Muziki Blue Note MC FCh LCM
• “Beck” ~ DC Blue Note’s Take Five MC FCh VFCh ORC
• “Banh Mi“ ~GCH DC Taji’s Banh Mi on the Runway to Blue 

Note MC LCX FCh VFCh ORC
• And my youngster  “Lotus” ~ Taji’s Asian Flower Power at Blue 

Note SC

G E O R G E  W O O D A R D

J O E  S T E WA R T

J O E  S T E WA R T

Far Left : NFC DC Taji’s hAfrican Chief SC running in a deluge at the BCOA 2015 
National Specialty in Gett ysburg, PA. Th at is not a blurry photo (GW doesn’t take 
those); those are rain drops!

Lotus (top) and Banh Mi (bott om) running in grass taller than basenjis at a recent 
trial in Ohio.
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When it comes to dog show, what is sportsmanship?  

In my opinion, it is a great deal more than saying "Th ank you" 
to the judge or giving the winner of the class a big smile and a 

"Congratulations." 

Sportsmanship at a dog show isn't any diff erent than 
"sportsmanship" in life.  Dog shows and life can't be separated for 
dog shows are simply part of life... just as life is part of dog shows. 

Th e "Th ank you" and the "Congratulations" are outward 
manifestations of sportsmanship but unless they are sincere these 
two terms become simply gestures, good manners if you wish, but 
not true sportsmanship.  And don't get me wrong, good manners 
are part and parcel to sportsmanship but not the whole picture. 

Th e ability and the desire to be of help to your fellow exhibitor, 
to encourage newcomers to the sport, and to give praise and 
encouragement to those who need it to see the positive side of the 
sport all fall into the category of good sportsmanship. 

Th e experienced breeder or handler who jumps in to help some 
one who has multiple entries, the junior who suddenly appears 
at ringside to hold dogs between classes for an exhibitor without 
having been asked, the steward who knows that someone is hard 
of hearing and so informs the judge without being asked, the judge 
who readily "spots" the newcomer and takes a few extra seconds to 
put him/her at ease— all are examples of sportsmanship.  And all 
are steps to be taken, nay, steps that are to be required if one is to 
partake of this marvelous sport of ours. 

Th e rumor mongers, the naysayers, the constant complainers and 
whiners soon become known to most of us.  Th ey continue their 
negative ways even if they continue to win.  Th e complaints may 
change as the wins increase but there are some folks whose very 
nature it is to complain and whine.  You know the type—those 
who walk away holding the BOB ribbon complaining that the 
rings weren't big enough or the judge didn't give them suffi  cient 
recognition and time to "really move their dog." (I'm not sure what 
they think the BOB ribbon symbolizes!)

But in my opinion, sportsmanship is our dog world goes well 
beyond what we encounter in the ring.  It deals with the entire show 
scene... and the show scene begins long before one arrives at the 
show site. 

If you know someone inexperienced in whelping a litt er is 
expecting their fi rst or second litt er, do you off er help?  Do you 
explain grooming to the newcomer (or even the inept old timer) 
and off er to help them prepare their dog for the ring?  Do you 
mentor less experienced breeder/exhibitors? 

Th ere may be judges you think are totally incompetent [and we all 
have a few on our DNS lists].  Do you just write off  these judges 
with the "I'll never show to them again, they get a whole page in 
my DNS book" or do you fi nd a way to meet the judge and take 
the time to explain your breed to him/her, emphasizing what the 
standard says, what it stresses, and WHY?  Most judges are eager 
to learn but can become defensive when the conversations begins 

Sportsmanship
by Gregory Alden Betor

Sportsmanship 
By Bill McMann

In three words: mind your manners. 
In two words: play fair. 
In one word: respect. 

Respect the rules of the game.
Respect the judge. 
Respect your fellow competitors.

with "You did a really rott en job today. Probably because you don't 
know or understand what our breed's all about."  Not the way to 
infl uence judges. 

But in a relaxing minute, an approach of "Mr. Judge, may I ask what 
you were looking for in coat texture today? I noticed a number of 
dogs did not have the harshness of coat called for in the standard... 
did you fi nd the same?"  I've had relative "newbies" (a term I 
personally hate!) come to me aft er judging, and in the questions 
they have asked, I have learned much about both my judging and 
my breed.  Remember, judges are human beings with the same 
feelings and defense mechanisms each of us as exhibitors have. 

None of us, judge or exhibitor, like to be criticized in public.  All 
of us, judge or exhibitor, like to think we are doing a good job and 
are appreciative when we are told.  If you did not win but think 
the judge did a good job in the ring, what's to stop you from aft er 
judging telling him/her that you liked what they did even though 

Please Remember
BY LAURA GILCHRIST

1. These are dogs.

2. This is a sport and for most of us done for fun!!!

3. The Ring Stewards and Club Members holding the shows 
 are volunteers.

4. The Judges are HUMAN.

5. It is not the end of the world if you lose!

I think these should be posted at dog shows to remind folks of a few 
things:

My favorite saying is “I always leave with the BIS dog in my car, because 
in my eyes he/she is Best In Show because they are mine.”

G E O R G E  W O O D A R D
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It’s Okay to Be Happy for Others: 
12 Rules of Good Sportsmanship
By Andrea Stone
Based on “It’s Okay to Be Happy for Others: 12 Rules of Good Sportsmanship” � om http://horsejunkiesunited.com/?p=93907.

1. CONGRATULATE other exhibitors.

2. Ask the person on the way to their crates how their run was. LISTEN. And respond.

3. BE PLEASANT to spectators. 
 Th ey might be a family looking for a well-bred dog or an experienced breeder/exhibitor/judge. 
 Th ey all deserve courtesy.

4. BE PATIENT.

5.  SAY HELLO to the judges and offi  cials.

6.  SMILE when you walk past people.

7. WISH GOOD LUCK to a stranger.

8. While it is OK to have a bad/poor performance, REFRAIN FROM BEING NEGATIVE ringside. 
 Smile, laugh at your mistakes and learn fr om them. Everyone has an off  day.

9.  WATCH WITHOUT JUDGEMENT. It’s not your job, and nobody else standing next to you wants to hear it.

10. THANK YOUR COMPETITION, win or lose. Make them feel appreciated.

11. If you can, STAY AND CHEER on the Best of Breed winner. You'll appreciate that when it's your turn in Group.

12. OFFER A HELPING HAND—hold dogs, help someone change arm bands, go in the ring with their dog.

And the fi nal and most important rule of good sportsmanship is to TREAT YOUR DOG LIKE GOLD. 
Th ey are, aft er all, what you are there showing off .

you didn't win?  Th at's not sucking up to the judge, that's being a 
good sport if you are sincere. 

If you're in the ring and the exhibitor in front of you runs up on the 
novice in front of him what do you do about it?  Do you assume 
that the judge will notice and say something?  Do you ignore it and 
think to yourself, "Well, that person's new, he'll just have to learn 
and he will in time".  Or do you step forward and quietly say to the 
person committ ing the bad play, "Hey, cut it out.  It doesn't do you 
any great service to act like a jerk."? Perhaps you would want to use 
slightly less infl ammatory language, but you get the idea. 

Do you share information on the judge with your fellow exhibitors?  
No, I don't mean on the list, I mean at the show.  If the judge 
insists on a loose lead, do you share that information with your 
fellow exhibitors or do you fi gure they'll fi nd out in the ring?  Or 
do you fi gure that if you tell them, you're giving them an "unfair 
advantage"?  If the judge obviously dislikes squeaky toys in the ring, 

do you tell the competitor that you know uses a squeaky toy and 
may be in a later class? 

If a strange face appears in your grooming area and is obviously 
unsure of themselves do you take a few seconds to introduce 
yourself and welcome them... or are you too busy brushing to make 
sure that you win (or think you will win as the case may be)? 

Corny as it may sound, sportsmanship at the dog show (and in life 
in general) is simply following the Golden Rule... do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you.  It's a tried and tested principle 
that has been around for centuries. 

On the other hand, many of our poorer sports have their own rule: 
do unto others before they have a chance to do it to you! 

Enjoy the shows, enjoy the people, but by all means do it in a 
manner that would have made your mother proud of you!

Continued � om page 33.

A man who will be remembered as a humanitarian and an 
inspiration to many people for providing education and health 
care to the children of Epi and Isiro, Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC), John Valk also became widely known in the Basenji 
community around the world for his involvement in the Basenji 
African Stock program of the Basenji Club of America (BCOA).

John was born February 25th, 1935, in Flushing, Dutch Vlissingen, 
and he died April 20th, 2016, in Kampala, Uganda.  He is survived 
by his 9 children.

Aft er a substantial career in the air force, in 1957 John immigrated 
to the DRC to work on his Uncle's coff ee plantation.  For a number 
of years, he worked on several plantations and co-owned one with a 
friend in 1964.

A pivotal moment in John’s life was in 1964.  John Edward Valk was 
marched to a crossroad in the DRC to be shot by the Russian rebel 
militia that had invaded Isiro and, it was at this precise moment 
that John started praying to God asking Him to spare his life –

‘If my life was spared, I promised God I would sell all my 
belongings in Europe and I would help the people of Congo 
for the rest of my life.’

Vale John Edward Valk
by Ethel Blair

Aft er the invasion of Isiro in Orientale Province in 1964 by the 
Russians, John was evacuated by a C-130 Hercules aircraft  to 
Kinshasa, the capital of the DRC.  Th en, he went shortly to Europe 
and aft er that he returned to Isiro and joined the mercenaries.  
For eleven years, he worked with the Congolese Airforce and 
Americans (within the CIA).  John was the inland operations 
manager in Congo and Angola.

In 1976, he became a partner in a safari company, which closed in 
1991.  John’s safari company became the link between the Basenji 
community across the other side of the world in the United States 
of America (USA), because he was asked to be the guide for the 
fi rst Basenji African Stock Project lead by Jon Curby and Michael 
Work in 1987.  John continued to be the guide on 5 Basenji Safaris, 
with the last one taking place in 2011.  John’s relationship with the 
Basenji community spanned almost thirty years and was a critical 
component in fi nding many Native Stock Basenjis in the DRC that 
were exported to the United States during those years.

Within the Basenji communities in Europe, United States, and 
Australia, John will be remembered for his involvement with the 
Basenji African Stock Project.

Above: John Valk, Epi School children, and several basenjis. 

Left : John Edward Valk, 2010.
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Basenji people from around the world who had worked with John 
have paid their tributes to him: Michael Work– “The contribution 
of John Valk and Jon Curby to the African Stock Project could not 
possibly be overstated.”  Katie Campbell– “The Congolese called 
John ‘Papa’ To know him, was to love him.”

John also fostered around twenty orphans in Isiro and maintained 
a school in a remote part of the DRC, situated in the Epi village 
on the Uele River at LAT 4.0, LONG 26.7.  John’s work with the 
Epi Primary School began in 1991.  There was no school in Epi at 
that time.  The school came about because John met a man called 
George Barbero from Italy who went on a safari with him.  Mr. 
Barbero fell in love with Africa and gave John a small amount 
of money asking him to start a school at Epi.  So John went and 
opened a school, which had about twenty children at the time.  
However, John only retained contact with Mr. Barbero for about 5 
years. Because he lost contact with him, he was then left with the 
Epi School and no money to run it.

John reached out to family and friends around the world and asked 
for donations on a yearly basis to pay for teacher salaries and other 
school expenses.  This worked for many years; however, he was 
finding that some of his donors were getting old and ill and could 
not donate anymore.  He was always looking for people to help 
him keep the school running and in later years he found that he 
had increased his donor base within the Basenji communities in 
England, Europe, United States, and Australia.

The number of students at the Epi School has now grown to ninety 
primary school children, and one Epi student has graduated from 
the Universite Du Le with a Political Science degree.

In 2013, some people within the Basenji Community from the 
United States and Australia started the Rainshine Foundation USA, 
which is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.  Rainshine’s main 

Acknowledgement attributed to: Congo CrossRoads, A journey out of Darkness 

into Light, John Edward Valk, 2015, Editor: Bernie Conner and Robert Freedman. 

General Information: 

• http://www.rainshinefound.com/home.html 
• https://www.facebook.com/RainShineFound/?fref=ts 
• https://www.facebook.com/SchoolatEpi 

Fund Raising Programs for the Epi school and John Valk: 

• https://www.youcaring.com/the-epi-school-in-the-democratic-republic-
of-congo-499039 

• https://www.youcaring.com/the-rainshine-foundation-john-valk-and-
rob-freedman-421542 

program is to raise funds to operate the Epi School and also provide 
sponsorship for about twenty Isiro orphans.  In addition to raising 
funds to operate the Epi School annually, Rainshine also raises 
funds to bring infrastructure opportunities and improvements to 
the school.

John always enjoyed the company of Basenji people from around 
the world.  One of my memories of John is his phone calls to 
me.  He would usually ring me on my landline around 4pm in my 
afternoon (Australia).  On answering the phone, I would hear this 
BOOMING voice at the other end, “Hi Ethel, this is John from the 
Congo, how are you?”  His greeting was always the same, warm, 
familiar and welcoming.

On April 20th, 2016 John left a significant legacy in the Epi School 
and the Isiro orphans to the Basenji community at large.  The 
Rainshine Foundation will work with our Basenji Communities 
around the world to continue John’s legacy to provide a bright 
future for the children of Epi and the orphans of Isiro.  John 
Edward Valk, you are missed greatly by so many.

John Valk (3rd from left), Michael 
Work (center), and John Curby (2nd 

from right), and Tonda Curry (3rd 
from right) waiting for a plane to take 

them to the mission in Dungu. .

From Jon Curby

JOHN VALK
We may never know about all the people’s lives where John was 
involved.  The Epi School, his family and friends, any child that 
came to his house and needed a meal or a place to sleep, I would 
doubt was ever refused.

He was especially concerned about his country.  Congo was his 
life for over sixty years.  It did not always treat him well and he had 
plenty of opportunity to leave and live a comfortable existence in 
Europe.  He stayed through two civil wars, as a prisoner and hiding 
in the bush, which saw almost all the non-Congolese leave the 
country.  His accounts of those times could fill several books.

Travelling with him in Congo, I was never apprehensive about 
where we were or whom we might meet.  John spoke every dialect 
you would likely encounter in Congo and at least four European 
languages.  He always knew exactly how to approach any issue we 
came across, including being held at a border crossing for an hour 
of so for photographing the pet chimpanzee that belonged to some 
soldiers.

I will miss his early morning phone calls (usually about 6 A.M., 
Central Time) and he yelling, “This is John from Congo,” as if he 
were still using the wireless that was the only communication he 
had until the last ten years or so.

John’s sudden departure has left a multitude of people that 
depended on his generosity to a degree that we can only imagine.  I 
know that there are some that hope to assume a small portion of 
the void his death has created at the Epi School, and with his family, 
but it can never be the same.

The cleverness and skills of survival that John possessed

In his own words, John Valk:

Arriving at the crossroads, we heard a large truck approach. It stopped and 

several rebels came forward.  They asked our rebel captors where they were 

taking us. The man in charge of us said that it was not their affair.  As they 

started to argue among themselves, the truck team disarmed our captors, 

before they fled into the jungle.  After our captors fled, the truck rebels  invited 

us to jump in their truck and return to Isiro with them.  Once there, we were 

brought in front of Colonel Olombe Pierre.  He gave orders to look for a medic 

to treat my partner’s head wound.  To be safe, we always claimed that my 

partner was Dutch like me, not a Belgian!

Since we had no passports, the rebels had to believe us, and so they placed 

us in a room with 15 other white men seated along the walls.  Most of the 

men were Catholic priests, Greek shop keepers, or Belgian plantation owners.  

We were shocked by this Colonel’s behavior!  We were given food to eat and 

mattresses to sleep on.  Looking through a window the next day, we saw 

two new Mercedes cars drive up.  Colonel Olombe came into the room and 

shouted, “Stand up—for the president of the rebel republic is here!”  We saw a 

large, bearded Congolese, who happened to be Gbenge Christoffe!  Gbenge 

asked all Belgians to raise their hands.  As the Belgians raised their hands, I 

put my elbow into my partner’s ribs to stop him from raising his own hand.  

Gbenge said that all Greek shopkeepers should leave the house at once.  As 

some people started to leave the room, I gave my partner another elbow jab 

to indicate that we should follow the Greek shop keepers.

Now we knew why they had treated us so nicely!  All Isiro shops were closed 

after paratroopers emptied the town.  People in Isiro had nowhere to buy 

salt, soap, or other necessities.  For this reason, the Colonel had sent rebels to 

search the entire region to find Europeans that remained in the interior.  One 

rebel asked us where our shop was located, and we said 25 kms (15.5 mi) 

down the Rungu Road.  Four Greek shopkeepers were on that same road also, 

but their shops where at 45 kms.  The rebels brought a pickup truck and drove 

the 6 of us out of Isiro.  When we arrived at 20 kms we banged on the cabin 

roof and the pickup stopped.  We said thank you, and walked the remaining 

5 kms to our plantation.  When we arrived at the house we saw that all our 

belongings had been stolen.  Fortunately for us, the Colonel had given us 

clothes that rebels had stolen from Isiro’s abandoned, European households.  

I told my partner we could not stay in the plantation house.  We were lucky 

once, and to be safe we should hide in the forest.  The very next day our 

cook met us, and we were able to prepare one meal each day.  It was always 

the same meal—chicken, rice, and a peanut and mushroom sauce.  After 

approximately 10 days, a mercenary column came to liberate Isiro.  Two days 

later, jeeps filled with South Africans and Belgians came to our plantation to 

liberate us.  My partner and l were 2 of only 5 Europeans to come out of that 

Isiro forest alive!  We stayed 3 days in Isiro before being evacuated via a C130 to 

the capital of Kinshasa.  After that, I returned to Holland to celebrate Christmas 

and the New Year with my family.  One month later, I returned to Isiro and 

joined the mercenaries.  For 11 years, I worked with the Congolese Airforce 

(CIA setup) and Americans.  I was inland operations manager in Congo and 

Angola.  In 1976, I became a partner in a safari company.  This safari company 

closed in 1991.  After Mr. George Barbero gave me money to start the Epi 

school, I continued to stay at the village.  

 John Valk and Jon Curby relaxing (perhaps even napping). Dungu Catholic 
mission, 2011. Note the hunting bells on the table.
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From Michael Work

MY THOUGHTS ON JOHN VALK: THE MAN, THE MYTH, THE 
LEGEND, AND WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE

Many people measure quality of life in terms of material 
possessions and/or status; I feel there are more important measures.  
Who have you touched, who have you taught, who have you helped, 
and what have you been able to pass onto others?  Have you made 
the world a better place?

In his own words, John Valk:

August 1964, Isiro, Orientale Province, Congo Communist Rebellion

One week after the Isiro evacuation, rebels arrived at our plantation.  They took 

off our clothes, leaving us only in underpants and beat us with heavy sticks.  I 

was badly bruised, but my partner had a very serious head wound.  Those 

same rebels caught one of our workers, who shopped for us in Isiro.  They shot 

him twice before our faces!

Rebels also shot and killed my neighbor Carpentier, his wife, and six-month 

old baby on their plantation, as well as his parents who lived in the area.  

Carpentier’s brother was killed serving as a Mercenary while liberating the 

town of Wamba.  Six members of a lovely family were erased.  After those 

plantation killings, the rebels told us to march to the crossroads to be shot.

It was at that moment I started praying to God, asking Him to let me live. If He 

spared my life, I promised God that I would sell all my belongings in Europe 

and I would help the people of Congo for the rest of my life.

In 1976, I sold all my belongings in Europe and started to maintain Epi School 

and to foster orphans until today.  I promised this service to God for sparing my 

life at that crossroads, and I am keeping my word.  I have nothing that belongs 

to me on this earth, no money in the bank—not one cent!  I live solely on my 

pension, and clothes are my only worldly possessions. 

John touched so many people, which most reading this would agree.  
When Jon Curby and I went on our adventure in 1987, we couldn’t 
have perceived that this man would become a major part our 
lives.  It was he who helped us accomplish what we wanted to do.  
Without him, none of our “Dog Safaris,” as John first called them, 
would have been as successful.  Where our trips to the Congo and 
where we go from here, will certainly be different and very much in 
question without John— who was our go-to guy.

The question of course, is what is to become of his school without 
him to oversee it and make sure it has funds and people to make it 
run the way he has done.

On our first trip to the Congo, Jon Curby and I were there for 
almost 2 weeks (much longer than subsequent trips), so we really 
got to know John Valk.  We spent much of our time on trips out of 
the Epi Hunting Camp which has long since been abandoned and 
gone.

I remember one day we were out on the trail and happened upon 
a little road-side stand selling second-hand clothes, soap, salt, 
sardines, batteries, and various other goods.  Did we happen upon 
this by accident?  Come to find out, John Valk owned this and 
several others in the general area.  I came to see him as something 
of a modern day ROBIN HOOD.  He did what he had to do to see 
that his family, his workers, his employees, and his school had what 
they needed to survive, and keeping only what they needed.  That 
was life in the Congo—SURVIVAL.

He knew what we were looking for; it was very interesting watching 
him figure out what a good Basenji might look like.  We would 
come upon a dog and he would say “not a good tail” or not “a good 
head.”  He picked up on it pretty quickly.  He certainly taught me a 
lot of the African way, and what’s important in life.

I remember getting off the plane in Kennedy Airport, in New York 
in 1987, looking around, looking up, and thanking God for what I 
had.

THOSE PEOPLE IN AFRICA HAVE SO LITTLE AND NOW 
THEY HAVE A LOT LESS WITH JOHN VALK GONE.

Michael Work pumping up a soccer ball for one of John Valk’s grandchildren. 
Dungu Catholic mission, 2011.

From Damara Bolté

Above: In this photo of John and the 2 soldiers, the one soldier was holding a 
little bonobo which John spotted and talked to the soldier that he seemed to 
know.  Of course we were all enchanted by the little bonobo.

Subsequently, we were stopped by the police and told to give them all of our 
film.  We were accused of photographing the military installation.  It was a 
small building, about the size of 4-6 porta-potties clustered together.  John 
said it was his fault for stopping to speak to the soldier.  He was fined 2,000 
Zaires, I believe, and our films were appropriated.  They knew we had 4 
cameras; mine was the 5th, hence this shot.  1987.

Below: After a very rainy drive, through a range that no one could even say 
there was a road, we came to an area where we had heard there was a puppy.  
John is holding, if memory serves me right, our new and most precious 
acquisition (in my humble opinion). She became known as Avongara 
M'Bliki!  1987.

From Ethel Blair

I met John Valk on the 2011 trip to the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, but it wasn’t really until 
he came to the USA in 2012 that I came to know 
him a much better; it was then that I became more 
involved in helping John with the Epi school and the 
Isiro orphans, by joining the Rainshine Foundation 
in 2013 as a Board Director.  It would have been 
very difficult and dangerous to go on the trips to the 
DRC for native Basenjis if we didn’t have people like 
John to protect us. 

On the 2011 trip, we had an experience where we 
were driving in a convoy. Our 4x4 was in front and 
about 5 minutes ahead of the other vehicle that John 

was riding in. We were driving at dusk, 
which isn’t a smart thing to do, when we 
were stopped on the road by a Congolese 
soldier who had been drinking and he 
was brandishing a machine gun at us. He 
ordered the person who was sitting in 
the front passenger seat to get out of the 
vehicle. We all told our friend not to get 
out. The soldier kept insisting, and then 
the other 4 x 4 with John on board stopped 
behind us. I remember John speaking in 
Congolese to the soldier and he seemed to keep the conversation very upbeat 
and light. He talked with the soldier and then we were left to go on our way. 
John was a true protector for so very many.
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M OV I N G? 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS NOTICE 

IF YOU MOVE, please notify the BCOA Treasurer of 
your new address. Unless specifically requested, 
the USPS will not forward periodicals, such as the 
Bulletin, to your new address. Send all address 
changes to the Editor. It is suggested to send 
address changes also to the Bulletin Board News-
letter Editor, the Secretary & Treasurer to ensure 
the Club knows where you are in case of a move.

 To avoid missing your magazines, you must 
inform the Club of your address change. If we do 
not receive a Change of Address notice, the cost of 
a replacement issue is $9.00.

 The USPS charges $ .75 for each incorrect 
mailing address, returns only the cover with a label 
affixed showing the new address, and destroys the 
remainder of the magazine. However, in the course 
of any mailing, if the USPS damages your magazine 
beyond use, you may receive a replacement copy 
at no charge.

P U B L I C AT I O N  P O L I C Y

ARTICLES & OTHER MATERIAL

BCOA members are encouraged to send to the 
Editor anything they feel will be of interest. All 
materials, whether used or not, will be treated with 
consideration. Articles, letters or advertisements 
attacking or slandering individuals or organizations 
can easily be misconstrued as official Club Policy 
and are therefore not appropriate for printing. The 
Editor has the right to refuse to print or reasonably 
edit any article.

DEADLINES  ADS  COPY

1st Quarter issue : Jan/Feb/Mar Jan 1 Jan25
2nd Quarter issue : Apr/May/Jun Apr 1 Apr 25
3rd Quarter issue : Jul/Aug/Sep Jul 1 Jul 25
4th Quarter issue : Oct/Nov/Dec Oct 1 Oct 25

Rates Members Commercial

Front Cover $225 N/A
Inside Front Cover $140 N/A
Inside Back Cover $140 N/A
Back Cover $175 N/A
Full Page $110 $140
Center Spread (2 facing pages) $125/pg N/A
Half Page $65 $70
Quarter Page $35 $60
Affiliated Club Specialty Free* N/A
2 page spread, win photos & text $75* N/A
National Specialty Results Free* N/A

All rates include up to four photos per page.

*With submission of marked tabular electronic file (XLSX preferred)

Submission of advertising layouts before the appropriate 
deadline is the responsibility of the advertiser. If the BUL-
LETIN is providing design and layout services, there is a 
limit of four photos per page unless otherwise negotiated. 
All fees must accompany submissions or paid online at 
the BCOA website. The costs may fluctuate due to an ad-
vertiser’s request or suitability of material submitted. If an 
initial payment is insufficient to cover the final cost, you 
are responsible for and expected to pay any additional 
balance due. Additional funds required are due upon noti-
fication of such by the BULLETIN. Please consult the fee list 
to determine final cost, or contact the BULLETIN prior to 
publication if there is any question concerning payment 
for display or commercial advertising. The BULLETIN is 
required to have a commitment from all advertisers, in-
suring that they know they are responsible for payment of 
the full cost of their ads as published, based on the prices 
stated in the BULLETIN, when ads are prearranged before 
any actual work on the ad commences.

All funds to be paid in U.S. currency, please. Make checks 
payable to BCOA. All copy and photos should be sent to 
the Editor, along with any necessary payment and return 
postage arrangements. Slides and color photocopies 
cannot be used. Electronic files may be sent via internet. 
Digital images must be 300 dpi and in high quality .jpg 
or .tif format. Identify all people and animals in your pho-
to. Send a rough idea of your desired layout and mark all 
photographs with name and return address. Photographs 
may be enlarged, reduced or cropped within reason; 
please specify preferences. Camera-ready ads must be 
approved by the Editor. All photographs will be returned. 
Reservations for placements can be made by contacting:

EDITOR
Mary Ellen Chaffin 
bcoabulletin@gmail.com

USE  O F  M AT E R IA L
Written material in this newsletter may be reprint-
ed for nonprofit use provided credit is given to the 
author and the BCOA Bulletin; however, articles, 
photographs, cartoons and original artwork 
bearing the copyright symbol (©) may only be re-
printed with author/photographer/artist’s written 
permission.

SU B M I T T I N G  I M AG E S  F O R  P R I N T

IMAGE  SPECIFICATIONS

Send the original image purchased without any 
modifications or resizing. The image degrades 
each time it is re-saved as a jpg.  Include the 
photographer’s name—they must be credited. 
If you  are sending an image that you took consult 
the chart below. Note that while image sizes vary, 
pixel sizes remain constant (the *.jpg file size is set 
at maximum quality).

Resolution Image size JPG Pixel size
Full Page
72 ppi 36.5 x 46.9 in 8.8Mb 2625 x 3375
300 ppi 8.75 x 11.25 in 8.8Mb 2625 x 3375
Half Page Vertical
72 ppi 18.25 x 46.875 in 4.5Mb 1313 x 3375
300 ppi 4.377 x 11.25 in 4.5Mb 1313 x 3375

WINNER OF:

4 All-Breed Best in Shows
4 All-Breed Reserve Best in Shows

1 All-Breed Best in Field

3 National Specialties
National Specialty Top-Twenty Five

7 Regional Specialties

#1 BASENJI - All Conformation Systems - 2012, 2013 & 2014
#1 BASENJI - AKC Lure Coursing - 2015

SIRE OF
2014 National Specialty Best In Sweepstakes Winner

2015 #1 Basenji - ASFA Lure Coursing
Breed, Group, Specialty And Best In Field Winners

FANCONI - CLEAR     PRA - CARRIER     HIPS - GOOD     THYROID - OFA NORMAL     EYES - CERF NORMAL
CHIC # 98680

BEST IN SHOW, BEST IN SPECIALTY SHOW, BEST IN FIELD

(CH Skyhi’s Rock Your World x CH Jasiri-Sukari Congo-Leezza Rice JC)
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Janet Ketz, Secretary

34025 West River Road

Wilmington, IL 60481

The First Basenji In AKC History To Win Both

&AN ALL-BREED
BEST IN SHOW

AN ALL-BREED
BEST IN FIELD!

Breeders, Owners, Handlers: 
Kathy & Julie Jones
www.BasenjiSisters.com 
BasenjiSisters@aol.com

Co-Owner:
Chua Ming Kok

The Floravale, Singapore

Photo by Laurie LaRock 
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